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Abstract
Semantic segmentation is a task to recognize object categories in an image in
pixel-level and is one of the major tasks in the research area. In semantic seg-
mentation task, we need to recognize the category of objects for each pixel,
and it can be regarded as more advanced task than image classication task.
In recent years, the accuracy of semantic segmentation has improved dra-
matically using deep learning. However, it requires enormous costs to create
training datasets for semantic segmentation because we have to assign class
labels to each of the pixels over all the training images. To solve this problem,
weakly-supervised segmentation methods have recently attracted attention.
In general, while semantic segmentation requires the supervision for each of
pixels in training images, image classication needs only the labels of objects
shown in training images. Weakly-supervised semantic segmentation task
require only image-level object labels in the same way as image classication
tasks. If semantic segmentation under the weakly-supervised setting per-
forms almost as high-performance as segmentation under the fully-supervised
setting, the cost for annotation can be greatly reduced.
In this thesis, we have investigated methods to improve the accuracy of
weakly supervised segmentation. In particular, we improved the accuracy
of weakly supervised segmentation by two approaches: a visualization-based
approach and a pseudo pixel-level labels-based approach. In Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, we proposed the visualization-based approach. In Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, we proposed the pseudo pixel-level labels-based approach.
To be concrete, in Chapter 3, we proposed a method to combine forward-
based visualization and backward-based visualization, which robustly cap-
tures pixel-level target objects. In Chapter 4, we proposed a novel visualiza-
tion method, which is based on only backward-based class-specic saliency
maps. In this method, we used residual of the class-specic saliency maps
that were obtained from the dierent class signals to alleviate problems
caused in images including multi-class objects. In this thesis, we also have
explored the pseudo pixel-level label-based methods. To train a mapping
function for semantic segmentation, some weakly-supervised segmentation
methods generate pseudo pixel-level labels in the weakly-supervised setting
and use them for training of segmentation models. We consider this ap-
proach as training from noisy data and focus on reduction of the noise from
the noisy data. In Chapter 5, we estimated \easiness" of the segmentation
for each image and retrieved \good seeds", and we used the \good seeds" for
eective data augmentation. In Chapter 6, we estimated noise of the pseudo
pixel-level labels in pixel-level and interpolate the noise to better labels us-
ing self-supervised dierence detection based condence maps. Furthermore,
as applications of weakly supervised segmentation, we performed weakly-
supervised food segmentation. In Chapter 8, we proposed a weakly super-
vised food segmentation method based on region proposals and backward-
based saliency maps. In Chapter 9, we proposed a novel method to generate
proposals that include many food objects. This method is an application
of the method proposed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 10, we proposed a novel
method to estimate food plate regions in weakly supervised settings. In this
work, we found that we were able to estimate food plate regions without any
pixel-wise annotation on food plates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Semantic segmentation is a promising image recognition technology that en-
ables detailed analysis of images for various practical applications. However,
semantic segmentation methods require a large number of training images an-
notated with pixel-level labels which are costly to obtain. On the other hand,
collecting images with image-level labels is easier than those with pixel-level
labels, since many images attached with tags are available on hand-crafted
open image datasets such as ImageNet [1] as well as on the Web. We illus-
trate the dierence of annotations between image-level labels and pixel-level
labels in Figure 1.1.
In recent years, various weakly-supervised semantic segmentation meth-
ods that require only image-level annotation have been proposed to resolve
the annotation problem on semantic segmentation. Under the weakly-supervised
settings, while we use only image-level labels in the training phase, we per-
form pixel-level semantic segmentation in the test phase. This setting is
very challenging considering the large dierence between image-level labels
and pixel-level labels that are supervisions for an image-level classication
task and a pixel-level semantic segmentation task, respectively. While we
call the setting in which image-level labels are using in training as weakly-
supervised segmentation, we call the default setting in which pixel-level labels
are used for training as fully-supervised segmentation (Figure 1.2). Although
weakly-supervised segmentation has got a lot of attention recently, there is
still a large performance gap between fully-supervised and weakly-supervised
methods regarding segmentation accuracy. In this thesis, we aim at mak-
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Figure 1.1: Sample images, corresponding image-level labels and pixel-level
labels.
Figure 1.2: The concepts on fully-supervised and weakly-supervised segmen-
tation.
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ing the gap between them as narrow as possible. Recent weakly-supervised
segmentation methods are roughly divided into two approaches: visualiza-
tion of classication models and training segmentation models with pseudo
pixel-level labels synthesized under the weakly-supervised setting. We tack-
led to improve the performance using the both of approaches with unique
focuses, respectively. Though the ideas of the improvement for them are
largely dierent, these approaches are not independent of each other. To
be concrete, in general, the pseudo pixel-level labels are generated using vi-
sualization initially. Therefore improvement of the former approach would
increase the performance of the latter approach. However, the nal objective
is the same in both of approaches. Therefore, we should consider the factor
of improvement to combine them well. In particular, in the pseudo-label-
based approach, we consider how to compensate insucient components in
the visualization approach. We show the illustration for the relationship be-
tween the two approaches in Figure 1.3. The improvement of the both of
approaches are important and, in this thesis, we systematically explore the
improvement of the performance of weakly-supervised segmentation methods
through the two approaches.
Here, we introduce the both approaches: visualization of classication
models and training segmentation models with synthesized pseudo pixel-level
labels under the weakly-supervised setting. Visualization methods can high-
light the regions whose pixels contribute recognition, We can extract object
regions from visualization results because the contributed pixels have strong
relationships with object regions. In this thesis, we focus on improving a
backpropagation-based visualization method [2]. In general, visualization-
based weakly-supervised segmentation methods tend to output ambiguous
outlines but backpropagation-based visualization methods can extract infor-
mation of outlines using guided backpropagation [3]. However, backpropagation-
based visualization has diculty for the images that include multiple-class
objects. In backpropagation-based visualization, for the multiple-class ob-
jects, we visualize the targets of each of the classes by propagating a class
signal from the top layer to the bottom layer using backpropagation. The
class signal is gradually weakened through the layers, and the dierence of
the visualization would be getting smaller. It causes very similar visual-
ization if we propagate dierent signals. The propagated signals in middle
layers also have similar values for dierent signals. However, there are dier-
ences and we found that we can extract clear class-specic responses from the
7
Figure 1.3: The illustration for the relationship between the two ap-
proaches: the visualization-based method and the psuedo pixel-level labels-
based method.
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dierence between visualized signals. We demonstrated that we can obtain
class-specic regions from the dierence of the propagated signals, and we
can boost backpropagation-based weakly-supervised segmentation accuracy
using the dierence of the propagated signals.
In this thesis, we also investigated weakly-supervised segmentation meth-
ods by training segmentation models with pseudo pixel-level labels synthe-
sized under the weakly-supervised setting. This approach is not independent
of visualization-based weakly-supervised segmentation because we synthesize
the pseudo pixel-level labels by visualization in general. However, the focus
of the method for the approach is dierent. Many existing works focused
on how to make good pseudo pixel-level labels because the improvement of
pseudo pixel-level labels would make better training for segmentation models.
For examples, many works [4, 5, 6] have been reported that color informa-
tion could assist to rene visualization-based weakly supervised segmenta-
tion, some researches [7] have demostrated that a re-training process could
generate better pixel-level labels by updating pseudo pixel-level labels using
a segmentation model with the pseudo pixel-level labels. In this thesis, be-
ing dierent from the existing works, we consider that the pseudo pixel-level
labels can be regarded as training data containing many noisy labels and the
noisy training data cause signicant performance drop. Then we explored the
methods that aim how to estimate noisy training data from pseudo pixel-level
labels. We proposed two approaches to estimate noisy training data. First,
we proposed a method to estimate noisy training data in image-level and to
exclude noisy training data from training. Second, we proposed a method to
estimate noisy training data in pixel-level and to interpolate noisy training
data to estimated better training data. While the image-level noise reduction
would have the problem of the trade-o between the quality and quantity of
the training data, the pixel-level noise reduction approach is free from the
problem. However, to interpolate noisy training data, we have to estimate
not only noisy training data but also better labels for the data, that is a chal-
lenging task. We tackled the problem by estimating good regions and bad
regions from two candidate masks using self-supervised dierence detection.
In addition, towards real-world applications of weakly-supervised segmen-
tation, we treat a food image domain. Food image segmentation is expected
to be useful for computation of calorie estimation because we can estimate the
relative amount of foods from food image regions, and there are strong rela-
tionships between calorie of foods and amount of foods. However, preparing
9
pixel-wise label of various foods is very time-consuming and costly. In fact,
there exists no large-scale food image dataset with pixel-wise annotation.
If weakly-supervised food segmentation methods become enough accurate,
it would be benecial for food image domain. Then we consider weakly-
supervised food segmentation and we adapted weakly-supervised segmenta-
tion methods from the general image domain to the food image domain.
In this thesis, we veried the eectiveness and the limitation of the
weakly-supervised segmentation on food images. We demonstrated that if a
method of weakly-supervised segmentation achieved the good performance
on general object datasets, it often dropped the performance on the food
domain. However, we demonstrated that we could recovery the performance
by several ways specied for the food image domain.
In particular, we veried the eectiveness of three weakly-supervised seg-
mentation methods. In chapter 8, we adapted backpropagation-based visu-
alization method [2] to food images, and combined it with a proposal-based
detection approach to keep the accuracy. In chapter 9, we adapted the im-
proved backpropagation-based visualization method [2] to food images , and
used it as a foodness proposal method to keep the accuracy and computa-
tional cost. In chapter 10, we adapted the pseudo label-based method [2] to
food images , and we also proposed visualization-based food plate estimation
method. We demonstrated that the performance of weakly-supervised food
segmentation can be boosted by utilizing pseudo food plate segmentation.
To summarize the above, in this thesis, we investigated weakly-supervised
segmentation methods through the two approaches. We also adapted weakly-
supervised segmentation methods to food images and explored the methods
to keep the performance on food images.
1.2 Structure of thesis
In this section, we explain the structure of this thesis. First, in Chap-
ter 2, we introduce the related works on fully-supervised segmentation and
weakly-supervised segmentation. In Chapters 3 and 4, we describe the stud-
ies for improving of visualization-based weakly-supervised segmentation. In
Chapter 3, we propose a method to combine forward-based visualization
and backward-based visualization, which robustly captures pixel-level tar-
get objects. In Chapter 4, we propose a novel visualization method, which
is based on only backward-based class-specic saliency maps. Though the
10
backward-based class-specic saliency maps can capture more clearer outlines
of the target objects than forward-based visualization, however, they tend
to confuse class information and it causes problems for images that include
multiple-class objects. In Chapter 4, to alleviate the problem, we propose
a novel approach to use subtraction of the class-specic saliency maps that
are obtained from the dierent class signals. The research of Chapter 3 is
published as [C4], and the research of Chapter 4 is published as [8] and [9],
respectively.
CNN-based visualization methods of weakly-supervised segmentation greatly
improved the performance compared to non CNN-based weakly-supervised
segmentation methods. However, in general, visualization is not equal to
segmentation, and the performance gap between fully supervised segmenta-
tion and weakly-supervised segmentation remains still large. Therefore, we
also explored the methods to adapt visualization methods to segmentation
eciently. Wei et al [7] proposed a method to generate pseudo pixel-level
labels in the weakly-supervised setting, and use the pseudo pixel-level labels
for training of the fully-supervised segmentation models. This approach has
gathered large attention, and we proposed a method to improve the approach
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, we consider the pseudo pixel-level labels gen-
erated in the weakly-supervised settings include many noise, and we focus
on reduction of the noise from the generated pseudo pixel-level labels. To
be concrete, we estimated \easiness" of the segmentation for each image and
retrieved \good seeds", and we used the \good seeds" for eective data aug-
mentation for the training of the segmentation models. In Chapter 6, we
propose a novel method to integrate two types of the pseudo pixel-level la-
bels by self-supervised dierence detection based condence maps. While the
method of Chapter 5 estimates noise of the pseudo pixel-level labels in image-
level, the method of the Chapter 6 estimates noise of the pseudo pixel-level
labels in pixel-level and interpolate the noise to better labels. The research
of Chapter 5 is presented in [10] and [9], and the research of Chapter 6 is
presented in [11] and [12], respectively.
We consider weakly-supervised food image segmentation is one of a promis-
ing task as applications of the weakly-supervised segmentation, and we ex-
plore the methods of adaptation of the weakly-supervised segmentation meth-
ods to weakly-supervised food segmentation. In Chapter 7, we describe re-
lated works on food image recognition. In Chapters 8, 9, and 10 we describe
studies on weakly-supervised food detection and segmentation. In Chapter 8,
11
we proposed a weakly-supervised food segmentation method based on pro-
posals and backward-based saliency maps. As our best knowledge, this is the
rst work on weakly-supervised food detection and segmentation. In Chap-
ter 9, we proposed a novel method to generate proposals that include many
food objects. This method is an application of the Chapter 4. We compute
food-specic saliency maps from food category signals, and generate many
food specic proposals. In Chapter 10, we proposed a novel method to esti-
mate food plate regions in weakly-supervised settings. In this work, we found
that we can estimate food plate regions without any annotation about the
food plate. Only from image-level food class labels, we estimate food plate
regions by the dierence of visualization between a food category classier
and a food/non-food classier. The weakly-supervised segmentation model
of this method is based on the work of Chapter 6. The research of Chap-
ter 8 is presented in [13], the research of Chapter 9 is presented in [14] and
[15], and the research of Chapter 10 is presented in [16], respectively. Fi-
nally, in Chapter 11.2, we summarize this paper and discusses future issues.
Figure 1.4 shows the structure of this thesis.
12
Figure 1.4: The structure of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Related work of weakly
supervised segmentation
Recently, semantic segmentation using deep learning is being explored ac-
tively, and the accuracy was much improved compared to the conventional
methods based on hand-crafted features. In this chapter, rst, we intro-
duce related works for fully-supervised semantic segmentation, and next we
explain related works for weakly-supervised segmentation.
2.1 Fully-supervised semantic segmentation
Girshick et al. [17] and Hariharan et al. [18] proposed region proposal based
semantic segmentation methods utilizing the ability of CNN. The authors
generated around two thousand region proposals using Selective Search [19],
and applied a classication model to each of the proposals. After the classi-
cation step, they integrated all the classication results and generated the
nal object regions. Though these methods outperformed the conventional
methods, this approach caused long processing time for CNN-based image
classication of many regions proposals.
While Girshick et al. [17] and Hariharan et al. [18] utilized of the abil-
ity CNN on the classication for semantic segmentation, Long et al. [20] and
Mostajabi et al. [21] achieved robust and accurate semantic segmentation us-
ing CNN in a hierarchical way. A CNN is much dierent from methods based
on hand-crafted features because it has a multi-layered structure consisting
of convolutional and pooling layers. The pooling layers decrease location
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information gradually. Therefore, it is dicult to keep location information
in the upper layers. Long et al. [20] and Mostajabi et al. [21] showed that
spatial information can be complemented in the upper activations by sim-
ple linear interpolation in the middle layers and integration. Mostajabi et
al. [21] proposed Zoom Out Features(ZOF). ZOF used super-pixels for av-
eraging feed-forward activations and upsampled the averaged activations in
middle layers for integration. Long et al. [20] proposed a fully convolutional
network (FCN). FCN replaced class score vectors with class score maps as
outputs of a CNN. This idea was originally proposed by Sermanet et al. [22],
which plays important roles to raise performance on CNN-based segmenta-
tion. We show the gure for the FCN in Figure 2.1. This can be used as
unary priors of CRF [23, 24, 25].
Figure 2.1: The illustration of FCN. This gure is cited from [20].
Chen et al. [26] and Yu et al. [27] showed that large receptive elds are
very important for raising semantic segmentation. Both of the works used
dilated convolutional layers. Note that Chen et al. called them as atrous
convolution. The algorithm convoluted around pixels sparsely, then unify
distant pixel information at the inference of each pixel category. We show the
gure for the dilation in Figure 2.2. Zhao et al. [28] showed another approach
for expanding the eld of view. They used spatial pyramid pooling [29],
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which concatenates multi-scale pooled features. There exists a more easier
approach to change the eld of view. Chen et al. [30] showed that the scale
of input images can easily change the eld of view. Chen et al. [31] proposed
DeeplabV3, which utilizes Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling(ASPP). ASPP
extended pyramid pooling in [28] by exploiting atrous convolution. Chen
et al. also proposed DeeplabV3+ [32]. They demonstrated that Xception
model [33] and a decoder network can boost the accuracy of semgnetation.
Figure 2.2: The illustration of dilated convolution. This gure is cited
from [27].
2.1.1 Visualization Methods
FCN can accept input images of arbitrary sizes by replacing fully-connected
layers with convolutional layers. Oquab et al. [34] proposed to use Global
Max Pooling (GMP) before the last layer for classication in the training
time, and took away the GMP in the test phase. Oquab et al. showed that
FCN can be trained using image-level labels and the FCN trained with this
approach outputs rough object location.
After that, some derived methods employing GMP were proposed by
Pinheiro et al. [35]. As a CNN-based method, Zhou et al. [36] proposed Class
Activation Map (CAM), which is a visualization method based on forwarding
based activation. CAM is one of the current standard visualization method
and this method is used various weakly supervised segmentation methods.
Generally, we optimize CNN parameters so as to minimize the loss be-
tween output values and ground truth values. The derivatives of the loss
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function are propagated from the top layers to the lower layers by Back-
Propagation(BP). Simonyan et al. [2] proposed a BP-based weakly supervised
segmentation method using the derivatives. Springenberg et al. [3] produced
Guided Back-Propagation(GBP), which is a modied method of BP-based
method. They limit the derivatives to only positive values and showed that
the limited derivatives capture accurate outlines.
In addition, Wei et al. proposed Adversarial erasing [37], which is a novel
technique of visualization. In visualization, there are strong responses and
weak responses that indicate a degree of contribution to the decision of the
classication model. The regions have strong response are obtained easily,
however, in segmentation, the regions have weak response are also important.
To mine the regions have weak responses, the authors proposed an approach
that erase regions have strong reponse by lling constant values and perform
visualization again. The authors demonstrated that the regions have weak
responses also can be mined by repeating visualization and erasing.
2.1.2 Mapping from visualization to segmentation
In weakly-supervised segmentation, many methods have been studied visualization-
based approaches. Visualization highlight regions whose pixels contribute
to recognition, and the highlighted regions correspond to target objects in
generall. However, visualization often does not match actual segmentation.
Therefore, to improve further from visualization, we need to consider the
mapping from the visualization results to the semantic segmentation. Here,
we introduce related works for mapping functions for visualization to seg-
mentation.
Region renement for weakly supervised segmentation results us-
ing CRF In general, outlines of outputs of FCN tend to be ambiguous
under the weakly-supervised setting. CRF [38] is a method for renement
of the ambiguous outlines by considering strength of the connection in pix-
els using the color and location information. Chen et al. [4] and Pathak et
al. [5] demonstrated that CRF can also be used as a post-processing method
on weakly-supervised segmentation. Kolesnikov et al. [6] proposed a method
considering CRF when optimizing the loss for the training of the parameters.
Ahn et al. [39] focus on pixel-level similarity and propose a novel method:
Pixel-level Semantic Anity (PSA), which learns pixel-level similarity from
CRF. We show the gure for the PSA in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.3: The examples of the forwarding based visualization. This gure
is cited from [36].
Figure 2.4: The examples of the backwading based visualization. This gure
is cited from [2].
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Figure 2.5: The illustration of PSA. This gure is cited from [39].
Furthermore, various researches employed CRF [8, 40, 41, 42, 7, 37, 43,
44]. As we stated, CRF plays an important role to improve the accuracy of
weakly supervised segmentation.
Training fully supervised segmentation model under weakly su-
pervised setting Recent years, an approah has been proposed to train
fully-supervised semantic segmentation model under a weakly supervised set-
ting, that have become key role to boost the accuracy of weakly-supervised
segmentation. First, Papandreou et al. [45] proposed a method to train FCN
under weakly-supervised setting using a global max pooling. Wei et al. [7]
proposed a novel approach Simple To Complex (STC) framework. The au-
thors trained a fully-supervised model using saliency-maps [46] based pixel-
level labels. Wei et al. [7] also showed that re-training process can boost
the accuracy of weakly-supervised segmentation model. In the re-training
process, The authors generate new pixel-level labels from the trained seg-
mentation model, and they re-train the segmentation model with the new
pixel-level labels. We show the gure for the STC in Figure 2.6.
Generating pixel-level labels during the training of a fully super-
vised segmentation model Constrained convolutional neural network
(CCNN) [5] and EM-adopt [4] trained FCN using generated pixel-level la-
bels. Dierent from STC, these methods generated pixel-level labels during
training in each step. Both of the methods adopted a similar approach that
made constraint by setting the ratios of the foreground and the background
in an image and changed pixel-level labels within the ratio. Wei et al. [37]
proposed an online prohibitive segmentation learning (PSL). The authors
generated pseudo pixel-level labels using visualization and trained semantic
segmentation model using both of the pixel-level labels and the outputs of
the semantic segmentation models. We consider that, in this approach, the
19
Figure 2.6: The illustration of the simple to complex framework. This gure
is cited from [7].
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pseudo pixel-level labels helped the training of segmentation model as con-
straint, which works in the similar way to the before constraint proposed by
Pathak et al. [5] and Chen et al. [4]. Huang et al. [47] proposed deep seeded
region growing (DSRG). DSRG is a method that expands seed regions during
training. Before training, the authors prepared pixel-level seed labels that
have unlabeled regions for unconsidered pixels.
2.1.3 Weakly supervised segmentation methods using
additional information
Some researches demonstrated that additional supervision can improve the
accuracy of weakly-supervised segmentation. Here, we introduced weakly-
supervised segmentation using additional supervision.
Additional annotations Some researchers have proposed the bounding
box annotation for weakly supervised segmentation [4], and they showed
that the bounding box annotation substantially boosted performance. Chen
et al. [4] showed that bounding box annotation can boost the performance of
weakly-supervised segmentation with a simple approach. The bounding box
annotation is less costly than pixel-wise annotation but still costly than only
image-level annotation. As weaker additional annotation, Bearman et al. [48]
proposed point annotation and scribble annotation were also proposed.
Additional data Methods that use web images for weakly supervised seg-
mentation has also been proposed [35, 7, 49, 44]. There are also reports that
web videos were helpful for improving the weakly supervised segmentation
accuracy [50, 51]. Recently, saliency maps trained with other training data
are widely used, and many works have reported this approach could substan-
tially boost performance [52, 37, 53, 47, 43, 54, 55]. Hu et al. [56] showed that
instance-level saliency maps for weakly supervised segmentation, though its
cost higher than normal saliency maps. Saliency maps are helpful in various
situations; however, fully-supervised saliency models would be aected by
the domain of the training data, which may cause some problems on applica-
tions. Weakly supervised segmentation methods without saliency maps are
also benecial. In this thesis, we do not use any additional information. We
use only images of PASCAL VOC with image-level labels and pre-trained
models trained with ImageNet.
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2.2 Dataset
We evaluated the proposed methods on PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation
benchmark[57]. We followed the common practice to augment the training
data provided by [58]. There are 10,582 training images, 1,449 validation
images and 1,456 test images. In this benchmark, although the PASCAL
VOC dataset contains 20 classes, we need to classify 21 classes including the
background class. Note that PASCAL VOC 2012 is the most common bench-
mark dataset in both fully-supervised segmentation and weakly-supervised
segmentation.
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Chapter 3
Visualization using forward and
backward
In this chapter, we propose a method for CNN-based semantic segmentation
method. Dierent from existing methods, the proposed method integrates
both feed-forward activations and backpropagation (BP) based saliency maps.
The feed-forward activations help to discriminate the object category and
BP-based saliency maps help to detect background.
As feed-forward activations, we used and compared two types of methods:
Zoom-Out Features(ZOF)[21] and Fully Convolutional Network(FCN)[20].
Furthermore, for BP-based saliency maps, we used a method proposed by
Simonyan et al. [2]. But the BP-based saliency maps has several problems
for using weakly-supervised segmentation, then we improved the method [2]
to obtain denser and clearer saliency maps by up-sampling saliency maps of
the intermediate layers and aggregating them. As a CNN, we use the VGG-
16 model [2] pre-trained with 1000-class ILSVRC datasets and ne-tuned
with multi-labeled training images in the PASCAL VOC dataset using only
image-level labels. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show the processing ow of our
methods.
To summarize our contribution in this chapter, they are as follows:
 We propose a new method which uses both feature maps generated
from the forwarding of the CNN and back-propagation based object
saliency maps.
 We show the eectiveness of the proposed method by the experiments
with the Pascal VOC dataset.
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Figure 3.1: Processing ow of the ZOF base method.
Figure 3.2: Processing ow of the FCN base method.
3.1 CNN model
In this work, we use VGG-16 [59] as a basic CNN architecture. In our
framework, we ne-tune a CNN with training images having no pixel-wise
and bounding box information but image-level multi-label annotation. To
carry out multi-label training of the CNN, we use Sigmoid cross entropy
loss which is a standard loss function for multi-label annotation instead of
soft-max loss. The Sigmoid cross entropy loss function is represented in the
following equation:
loss =
X
k=1
[pnlog p^n   (1  pn)log(1  p^n)] (3.1)
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where K is the number of classes, pn = f0; 1g which represents the existence
of the corresponding class label, and p^n means the output of Sigmoid function
of the class score fk(x) represented in the following equation:
p^n =
1
1 + e fk(x)
(3.2)
3.2 Zoom-out features
Zoom-out features is a method proposed by Mostajabi et al [21] as a fully-
supervised semantic segmentation method. This method averages feed-forward
activations in super-pixels and then obtains features for each super-pixel.
They up-sampled all the feature maps so that their size becomes the same as
a given image, and integrated up-sampled feature maps to estimate object
locations more accurately.
In this chapter, we apply Zoom-out features (ZOF) [21] to weakly super-
vised segmentation. Note that we use super-pixels as region representation
in the same way as [21]. To adapt ZOF to weakly-supervised learning, we
estimate correspondence using multiple instance learning (MIL) which is one
of the common methods to estimate regions corresponding to given labels,
and we adopt mi-SVM [60] as a method of multiple instance learning which
uses SVM iteratively. Given a certain class, we regard images having the
label of the target class as positive bags, and images having no label of the
target class as negative bags. Positive bags contain more positive regions,
while negative bags contain no positive regions. Because MIL can estimate
positive regions, we can estimate positive super-pixels by using MIL. As a
feature representation of super-pixels, we use ZOF. We extract ZOF from
each of super-pixel regions.
3.3 Fully convolutional network
Fully convolutinal network (FCN) is originally proposed by Sermanet et al.
[22], and extended by Long et al. [20]. FCN can deal with an arbitrary size
for input images because all the full connection layers are replaced with 11
convolutional layers. Using FCN, we can obtain a coarse object heatmap
at the last convolutional layer. Therefore, in FCN, we can estimate object
location directly without a second training step such as mi-SVM dierent
from Section 3.2.
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There are some works [45] [4] adapting FCN to weakly-superveised seg-
mentation. They train FCN using not pixel-wise annotation as well as bound-
ing box annotation but only image-level annotation with global-max-pooling
for coarse object heatmaps at last layer of CNN.
3.4 Object saliency maps
Simonyan et al. regarded the derivatives of the class score with respect to
the input image as class saliency maps. However, the position of an input
image is the furthermost from the class score output on the deep CNN,
which sometimes causes weakening or vanishing of gradients. Instead of the
derivatives of the input image, we use the derivatives of relatively upper
intermediate layers which are expected to retain more high-level semantic
information. We select the maximum absolute values of the derivatives with
respect to the feature maps at each location of feature maps across all the
kernels, and up-sample them with bilinear interpolation so that their size
becomes the same as an input image. Finally, we average them to obtain one
saliency map. The idea of aggregating of information extracted from multiple
feature layers was inspired by the work of [20], although they extracted not
CNN derivatives but feature maps calculated by feed-forwarding.
The class score derivative vi of the i-th layer is the derivative of class
score Sc with respect to the layer Li at the point (activation signal) Li:
vi =
@Sc
@L

Li
(3.3)
vi can be computed by back-propagation. After obtained vi, we up-sample
it to wi with bilinear interpolation so that the size of an 2-D map of vi be-
comes the same as an input image. Next, the saliency mapmi;x;y is computed
as
w^ci;hi(x;y;k) =
X
c2candidate
wi;hi(x;y;k)c   wi;hi(x;y;k)c0 (3.4)
mi;x;y = max jwi;hi(x;y;k)j (3.5)
where hi(x; y; k) is the index of the element of wi, k represents kernel. Then,
we aggregate mi;x;y for each target layer and obtaine a dense saliency maps
gx;y are represented as:
gx;y =
1
L
X
tanh( mi;x;y) (3.6)
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where L is the number of layer to aggregate,  is scalar.
To estimate object saliency maps, we use guided back propagation (GBP)
proposed by Springerberg et al. [3] instead of the normal back propagation
(BP) used in the work on class saliency map estimation by Simonyan et
al. [2]. Only the ways to back propagation through ReLUs (rectied linear
units) are dierent. In the GBP, only positive loss values are propagated
back to the previous layers through ReLUs as follows:
BP :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1
 (convi+1 > 0) (3.7)
GBP :
dzi
dxi
=

dzi+1
dxi+1
> 0

 (convi+1 > 0) (3.8)
GBP can emphasize edges of objects, which is a desirable property for esti-
mating object saliency maps. Figure 3.4 shows up-sampled saliency maps of
\bicycle" in the image-level and four intermediate layers of VGG16 [59], wi;
wconv2 1i ; w
conv3 1
i ; w
conv4 1
i ; w
conv5 1
i ; obtained by both BP and guided BP as
well as feature maps in case of back-propagating the \bicycle" signal to the
network.
By aggregating saliency maps in the intermediate layers, we can obtain
more clear object saliency maps. In this chapter, we use this saliency map
for estimating background regions.
3.5 Integration feature maps with saliency maps
In this section, we denote for approaches to integrate feed-forward activations
with BP-based saliency maps. We explore dierent integration methods for
two types of feed-forward activations based on ZOF and FCN, respectively.
In the ZOF based method, we adopt CRF using super-pixels. On the other
hand, in the FCN based method, we directly use saliency maps for probability
maps, which represent background. To be concrete, we use BP-based saliency
maps in the similar manner to an approach proposed in [35] as smoothing
prior.
3.5.1 CRF with Superpixel for ZOF
Since each Zoom-out features corresponds to each superpixel, we regard
super-pixels are nodes in the CRF graph. We assume yp is a label of su-
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Image/
(Conv1 1) Conv2 1 Conv3 2 Conv4 2 Conv5 2 Combined
Figure 3.3: First row: feature maps (activations) (the given image itself
at image-level), second row: saliency maps by back-propagation, third row:
saliency maps by guided back-propagation, Columns: image-level, conv2 1,
conv3 2, conv4 2, and conv5 2.
perpixel p in Image I, and y is a aggregated vector of all the yp, energy
function of CRF is dened as follows:
E(yjI) =
X
p2P
U(ypjI) +
X
p;q2N
V (yp; yqjI) (3.9)
U() is a unary term, and V () is a pairwise term. We use as unary
potential U(ypjI) =  logPr(ypjI), where Pr(ypjI) is the label assignment
probability at each super pixel yp on image I. We obtained the label assign-
ment probability of each object class in foreground by adapting linear SVM
which is trained using mi-SVM [60] to zoom-out features. We use saliency
maps obtained by backpropagation for background probability.
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We dene a pairwise term as follows referring to [61, 62, 63]:
V (yp; yqjI) =

L(p; q)
1 + kp  qk

[yp 6= yq] (3.10)
where kp  qk is a distance between superpixel p and q regarding LUV color
vectors, and L(p; q) is the length of the boundaries shared by superpixel p
and q.
3.5.2 Saliency maps for smoothing prior
We rene coarse object heatmaps obtained by FCN using BP-based saliency
maps. We up-sampled coarse object heatmaps and saliency maps to unify
sizes of height and width in advance. Here, fx;y represents coarse object
heatmaps and gx;y represents saliency maps at pixel (x; y). The segmentation
result hx;y is obtained as follows:
hx;y =
8<:k; if arg maxc2C f
c
x;y  gx;y > 
kbg otherwise
(3.11)
where,C is set of object class,  is a x value threshold.
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 Experimental setup
3.6.1.1 Training of CNN
We used 16-layered CNN, VGG-16 [2] pre-trained with ImageNet 1000 Cat-
egories as a basic CNN architecture. We ne-tuned VGG-16 using PASCAL
VOC training dataset and train aug by Hariharan et al [58] with Sigmoid
entropy loss for multi-label training as described in Section 3.1 in batch size
16 and learning rate 1e-5, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0005. For the
rst 30000 iterations, we ne-tuned only the upper layers of the modied
VGG-16 than Pool 5, and for the next 20000 iterations, we ne-tuned all the
layers.
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3.6.1.2 Zoom-out features
We extracted about 500 super-pixels by the SLIC super-pixels [64] from all
the training images, and calculated Zoom-out features (ZOF) [21]. While
in [21] they extracted ZOF from all the layers of VGG-16, 13 convolutional
layers and 3 fully connected layers, we extracted ZOF from 13 convolutional
layers, pool5 and fc7. When applying mi-SVM [60] for each class, we used
500 images of the target class as positive samples and 1000 images of the
other classes than the target class. We used the classication result of the
CNN to limit object class for CRF.
3.6.1.3 Fully convolutional networks
In the FCN based method, we used image-level recognition results as image-
level prior(ILP) for post processing which is noted by [35] to consider global
context. Specically, we adapted global-max-pooling to heatmaps in a man-
ner similar to the training phase and multiplied each class pooled score and
each class heatmap values.
Our approach diers from [35] on a method of correcting coarse heatmaps.
Papandrew et al. [35] used MCG [65] which is known as region proposal
for correcting heatmaps they call smoothing priors and made a foreground
mask by aggregating objectness scores of about 2000 region candidates. On
the other hand, we used saliency maps obtained by backpropagation and
corrected coarse heatmaps in the similar way to MCG smoothing priors.
Then, we compared our method with MCG smoothing priors.
3.6.1.4 Saliency maps
Backpropagation needs computational cost more than feed-forward process-
ing, although there are little dierence in derivatives obtained from signals
of each class. Thus, we computed backward onece for an image even if there
are several class objects. We predicted presence/absence of objects in the
image by feed-forwarding, and made a signal which is the same dimension
to CNN output. Simply, we prepare a vector, which has the same channnels
to the number of the class for the signal and set 1 for presence classes and 0
for absence classes based on the image-level label. We propagated the signal
by backpropagation from the top of the convolutional layer and extructed
derivatives from layer conv3 2 and conv4 2 and conv5 2 and aggregated by
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the Equation.3.6.
3.6.2 Results
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the results on the proposed methods and some
other state-of-the-art methods on the validation set and the test set. Note
that although [35] showed the high performance, they used 700,000 addi-
tional training images selected from ImageNet which about 70 times as large
as the common additional training data [58]. We report the results for three
our methods and compare with other state-of-the-art weakly-supervesed seg-
mentation methods. (ZOF with GBP) and (FCN with GBP) are methods
integrating feature maps and saliency maps obtained by guided backprop-
agation. We also report (FCN with MCG) result to compare the eect of
saliency maps with smoothing priors of (MIL-seg)[35] which is generated by
MCG, due to unfair factors such as additional images for training and lack of
deep-supervision of the CNN , [35] used overfeat-base segmentation network
[66]. Therefore we compare saliency maps with smoothing priors [35] from
the results of (FCN with GBP ) and (FCN with MCG).
(ZOF with GBP) achieved better or comparable results. (FCN with GBP)
outperformed MIL-FCN [45], EM-Adapt [4], CCNN [5] using only train aug
samples provided by Hariharan et al. [58] on validation set and test set. (FCN
with GBP) also achieved MIL-ILP-seg [35] using additional images on test
set in spite of fewer images for training. We show some example results in
Figure 4.8.
We also compared (FCN with GBP) with (FCN with MCG), which is
excluded unfair factors for vering eect on saliency maps and smoothing
priors using MCG. As a result, (FCN with GBP) outperformed (FCN with
MCG) clearly , i.e., 33.8% vs. 41.4%(validation set),33.1% vs. 40.7%(test
set). This indicates that combining saliency maps obtained by guided back-
propagation and feature maps of CNN are eective for the weakly-supervised
segmentation task. Figure 3.5 shows the comparison between saliency maps
and MCG priors.
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3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel weakly-supervised segmentation method
based on feed-forward activations and BP-based object saliency maps [2] .
In the proposed method, we showed that denser and clearer saliency maps
can be obtained by up-sampling saliency maps of the intermediate layers
and aggregating them. The proposed method showed better or comparable
performance comparing the other state-of-the-art methods.
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Figure 3.4: For each row, we show the input image, result of ZOF with GBP,
and FCN with MCG, and FCN with GBP, and ground truth label.
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Figure 3.5: For each row, (left) image, (middle)saliency maps, (right)MCG
priors.
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Chapter 4
Visualization using only
backward
In this chapter, we propose a CNN-based class saliency maps for weakly su-
pervised semantic segmentation. We improved the CNN-based class-saliency
maps method signicantly and adapted them as unary potentials terms of
fully-connected CRF ([38]).
Shimonyan et al. showed that class saliency maps could be obtained from
the gradient of the class score which was calculated by back-propagation [2].
However, their class saliency maps are vague and not distinct (Figure 4.1(B)(C)).
Furthermore, the saliency maps have another problem that it tends to re-
spond to all foreground objects though the saliency maps is obtained by
back-propagation for a class signal. Although Simonyan et al. citesim14
adopted GrabCut to convert segments from the class saliency maps in their
paper, their method is unable to distinguish multiple object regions (Fig-
ure 4.1(D)(E)). We alleviate the problem of their method by some improve-
ments and show the example of the improved result in (Figure 4.1(F)(G)).
The examples of the results show that our saliency maps are more distinct
and discriminative than the original saliency maps. The generated maps by
the proposed method can be used as unary potentials of CRF as they are
(Figure 4.1(H)). We call our new method for generating class saliency maps
as \Distinct Class Saliency Maps (DCSM)".
To obtain more distinct class saliency maps, we propose three improve-
ments over [2] (1) integrating derivatives with respect to the intermediate
layers with up-sampling instead of the input image-level derivative; (2) sub-
tracting the saliency maps of the other classes from the saliency maps of the
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Figure 4.1: (From the left) (A)sample image, (B)(C)its class saliency maps
with respect to \motorbike" and \person" by [2], (D)(E)estimated regions of
them by GrabCut, (F)(G)class saliency maps by the proposed method, and
(H) estimated regions by Dense CRF.
target class to dierentiate target objects from other objects; (3) aggregating
multiple-scale class saliency maps to combine higher resolution of the maps
with the lower resolution of the maps. Finally, to convert the saliency maps
to the segments, we apply fully-connected CRF ([38]) by using the distinct
class saliency maps as unary potentials. In this chapter, we show that the
proposed method has achieved comparable results on the PASCAL VOC
2012 dataset in the task of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation under
the standard condition. works.
To summarize our contributions in this chapter, they are as follows:
 We propose a novel method to estimate distinct class saliency maps:
{ based on CNN derivatives with respect to feature maps of the
intermediate convolutional layers.
{ subtracting class saliency maps from each other.
{ aggregating multiple-scale class saliency maps.
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Figure 4.2: Processing ow of the proposed method: (1) multi-label clas-
sication (2) computation of back-propagation with respect to each of the
detected class labels (3) generating raw class saliency maps (4) subtracting
raw saliency maps of the other candidate classes from the saliency maps of
the target class (5) applying Dense CRF with subtracted class saliency maps
as unary potential
4.1 Distinct Class-specic Saliency Maps
In this section, we overview the proposed method and explain the detail of
the method which consists of three elements: multi-label training of CNN,
multi-class object saliency map estimation which was inspired by [2]. To
achieve semantic segmentation for a given image, we (1) perform multi-label
classication on a given image by feed-forward computation of the CNN, (2)
calculate CNN derivatives with respect to feature maps of the intermediate
convolutional layers with back-propagation by using each of the detected class
labels as supervised signals in the loss function, (3) aggregate CNN deriva-
tives of several intermediate layers with up-sampling to generate raw class
saliency maps, (4) subtract raw saliency maps of the other candidate classes
from the saliency maps of the target class, and (5) apply fully-connected CRF
(Dense CRF) ([38]) with subtracted class saliency maps as unary potential.
Finally, we obtain a segmentation result. The processing ow is shown in
Figure 4.2.
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4.1.1 Training CNN
For preparation, we train a CNN with a multi-label loss function. We use the
VGG-16 ([59]) as a base CNN network pre-trained with ILSVRC datasets.
In our work, we trained a CNN with image-level multi-label annotation.
Recently, fully convolutional networks (FCN), which accepts an image of
arbitrary size are used widely. In this chapter, we also introduce FCN to
enable the multi-scale generation of class saliency maps. We insert a global
max pooling layer after the last convolutional layer for converting probability
maps to probability vectors. We use images which are normalized to 500500
by rescaling to have the largest size of the 500 pixels and zero-padding for
training and testing in the same way as [67]. For multi-scale training, we
resize training images randomly between the ratio 0.7 and 1.4 within a mini-
batch.
To train the CNN with multi-label, we adopt a sigmoid cross entropy loss
which is a standard loss function for multi-label annotation instead of a soft-
max cross entropy loss, this approach is the same way as [67] and [45]. The
Sigmoid cross entropy loss function is represented in the following equation:
loss =
KX
n=1
[ pnlog p^n   (1  pn)log(1  p^n)] (4.1)
where K is the number of classes, pn = f0; 1g which represents the existence
of the corresponding class label, and p^n means the output of Sigmoid function
of the class score fn(x) represented in the following equation:
p^n =
1
1 + e fn(x)
(4.2)
4.1.2 Class Saliency Maps
We propose a new method to estimate class-specic saliency maps by enhanc-
ing the method proposed by [2] greatly. It consists of (1) extracting CNN
derivatives with respect to feature maps of the intermediate convolutional
layers, (2) subtracting class saliency maps between the target class and the
other classes, and (3) aggregation of multi-scale saliency maps.
4.1.2.1 Extracting CNN derivatives
[2] regarded the derivatives of the class score with respect to the input image
as class saliency maps. However, the class score output on the deep CNN is
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the furthermost from the position of an input image, which sometimes causes
weakening or vanishing of gradients. We use the derivatives with respect to
feature maps of the relatively upper intermediate layers which are expected to
retain more high-level semantic information instead of the derivatives of the
class score with respect to the input image. We pick the maximum absolute
values of the derivatives across all the kernels, and up-sample them by bilinear
interpolation in order to adjust size of feature maps (Figure 4.3 (C)-(G)).
Finally, we take mean of them to obtain one saliency map (Figure 4.3 (B)).
The idea of aggregating of information extracted from multiple feature layers
was inspired by the work of [20], although they extracted not CNN derivatives
but feature maps calculated by feed-forwarding.
The class score derivative vci of a feature map in the i-th layer is the
derivative of class score Sc with respect to the layer Li at the point (activation
signal) L0i :
vci =
@Sc
@Li

L0i
(4.3)
vci can be computed by back-propagation. After obtained v
c
i , we up-sample it
to wci with bilinear interpolation so that the size of a 2-D map of v
c
i becomes
the same as an input image. Next, the class saliency map M ci 2 Rmn is
computed as M ci;x;y = maxki jwci;hi(x;y;k)j, where hi(x; y; k) is the index of the
element of wci . Note that each value of the saliency map is normalized by
tanh(Mi;x;y=maxx;yMi;x;y) for visualization in Figure 4.3 and all the other
gures with  = 3.
4.1.2.2 Subtracting raw class saliency maps
As shown in Figure 4.1(B)(C), the saliency maps of two or more dierent
classes tend to be similar to each other especially in the image-level. The
saliency map proposed by [2] sometimes matches foreground regions rather
than a target class object. We relaxed this problem in the proposed meth-
ods by using saliency maps obtained from intermediate layers. However,
the saliency regions of dierent classes are still overlapped with each other
(Figure 4.4 (raw)). To resolve this problem, we subtract saliency maps of
the other candidate classes from the saliency maps of the target class to dif-
ferentiate target objects from other objects. Here, we assume that we use
the CNN trained with multi-label loss, and select several candidate classes
the class score of which exceed a pre-dened threshold with a pre-dened
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Figure 4.3: Class saliency maps obtained from the VGG16-net ne-tuned
with the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. (A) an input image, (B) average of
[(E)(F)(G)], (C) conv1 1, (D) conv2 1, (E) conv3 2, (F) conv4 2, (G) conv5 2
minimum number.
The improved class saliency maps with respect to class c, ~M ci , are repre-
sented as:
~M ci;x;y =
X
c02candidates
max

M ci;x;y  M c
0
i;x;y; 0

[c 6= c0]; (4.4)
where candidates is a set of the selected candidate classes. Figure 4.4 shows
results without subtraction in the left (raw) and ones with subtraction in the
right (di). As we can see, subtraction of saliency maps resolved overlapped
regions among the maps of the dierent classes.
4.1.2.3 Aggregating multi-scale class saliency maps
We use fully convolutional networks (FCN) which accept an image of arbi-
trary size for generating multi-scale class saliency maps. FCN outputs will
be class score maps if the input image size is larger than original input image
size. We denote the class score maps as hwC, where C is the number of
classes, and h and w are larger than 1. We simply back-propagate the target
class score map in order to obtain CNN derivatives with respect to enlarged
feature maps, which is dene as Sc(:; :; c) = 1 (in the MATLAB notation)
with 0 for all the other elements, where c is the target class index.
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Figure 4.4: (raw) raw maps without subtraction (di) maps with subtraction
of other class maps.
The nal class saliency map M^ c averaged over the layers and the scales
is obtained as follows:
M^ cx;y =
1
jSjjLj
X
j2S
X
i2L
tanh( ~M cj;i;x;y); (4.5)
where L is a set of the layers for which saliency maps are extracted, S is a set
of the scale ratios, and  is a constant which we set to 3 in the experiments.
Note that the size of ~Mj;i for all the layers are normalized to the same size
as an input image before taking average.
In the experiments, we also used guided back-propagation (GBP) pro-
posed by [3] as the back-propagation method and compared with proposed
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before by [2]. The dierence between the two methods is computation
through ReLU in only backward. GBP can reduce noise components from the
derivatives than normal BP by limiting only positive values of CNN deriva-
tives as shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows saliency map computed by
each two methods.
BP :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1
  f i+1 > 0 (4.6)
GBP :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1


dzi+1
dxi+1
> 0

  f i+1 > 0 (4.7)
where f i represents an activation at the i-th layer, and (x > 0) means 1 if x
is positive, or 0 if not.
Figure 4.5: Obtained class saliency maps (Left) using BP (Right) using GBP.
4.1.3 Fully Connected CRF
Conditional Random Field (CRF) is a kind of probabilistic graphical model
which considers both node priors and consistency between nodes. We apply
CRF to estimate object boundaries, so that proposed class-specic saliency
maps represent only probability of the target classes on each pixel and have
no clear information on object boundaries, In this chapter, we use fully con-
nected CRF [38] where every pixel is regarded as a node, and every node is
connected to every other node. The energy function is dened as follows:
E(c) =
X
i
i(ci) +
X
i;j
i;j(ci; cj) (4.8)
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where ci represents a class assignment on pixel i. The rst unary term of the
above equation is calculated from class saliency maps M^ ci . We dened it as
i(ci) =   log(M^ cx;y) .
To obtain the background class maps directly by proposed method is
dicult because background exists in most of images. To adapt CRF for
image segmentation, a unary potential on the background class is needed as
well as foreground potential. We dene a unary potential on the background
class from the maps of the candidate classes selected in the previous step by
the following equation.
M^BGx;y = 1  max
c2target
M^ cx;y (4.9)
where M^BGx;y is a saliency map of background class, and target represents a
set of the selected candidate classes.
The pairwise term of Eqation 4.8 is represented by i;j(ci; cj) = u(ci; cj)k(fi; fj)
where and k(fi; fj) is a Gaussian kernel. Note that fi; fj represents some kinds
of image features extracted from pixel i and j. Following [38], we adopt bi-
lateral position and color terms, and the kernels are
k(fi; fj) = w1 exp

 jpi   pjj
2
22
  jIi   Ijj
2
22

+w2 exp

 jpi   pjj
2
22

(4.10)
where the rst kernel depends on both pixel positions (denoted as p) and
pixel color intensities (denoted as I), and the second kernel only depends
on pixel positions. The hyper parameters , , and  control the scale
of the Gaussian kernels. This model is amenable to ecient approximate
probabilistic inference proposed by [38].
4.2 Experiments
We evaluated the proposed methods using the PASCAL VOC 2012 data. We
show that our methods have comparable ability with other state-of-the-arts
segmentation methods on weakly-supervised setting. The PASCAL VOC
2012 segmentation dataset has 1464 training images, 1449 validation images,
and 1456 test images including 20 class pixel-level labels as well as image-
level labels. On training, we used the augmented PASCAL VOC training
data provided by train aug which training the image number is 10582. This
training data is commonly used in the same way on the other works on
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weakly-supervised segmentation such as MIL-FCN ([45]), EM-Adapt ([4])
and CCNN ([5]). For evaluation, we used a standard intersection over union
(IoU) metric which is the ocial evaluation metric in the PASCAL VOC
segmentation task.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
We modied VGG-16 model ([59]) widely used in other weakly supervised
semantic segmentation methods. We adopted Sigmoid cross entropy loss in
order to train with multi-label annotation, resized input image randomly,
converted an output of score map to a vector by global max pooling for
multi-scale training and ne-tuned it with PASCAL VOC train aug dataset.
This training process follows the paper of [67]. As a training framework for
CNN, we used Cae ([68]). To train the CNN we used small batchsize 2
because of memory limitation which is caused by large training image size.
We set learning rate 1e-5, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0005. For the
rst 30000 iterations, we ne-tuned only the upper layers of the modied
VGG-16 than Pool 5, and for the next 20000 iterations, we ne-tuned all the
layers in order to avoid divergence. We trained the network by the process
using a NVIDIA GeForce Titan-X GPU. On test phase we also used same
GPU, it takes about 0.3 seconds to perform segmentation for a single image.
4.2.2 Evaluation on Class Saliency Maps
First, we compare the class saliency maps estimated by the proposed method,
DCSM, with ones by Simonyan et al. [2] qualitatively. Figure 4.6 shows both
the results by Simonyan et al. and our method for three multiple object
images and one single object images. These experiments show that proposed
method is much more eective for not only multiple object images but also
single object images than the approach proposed by [2]. This gure shows
our results are better than [2] greatly, because we aggregate gradients in the
multiple intermediate layers and carry out subtraction of raw class saliency
maps. Our results clearly discriminated multiple regions of the dierent
classes.
Figure 4.7 shows the results for images containing three or more objects.
In even such cases, all the class saliency maps except for \chair" in the top-
right sample were estimated successfully.
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Table 4.1: Results of the mean IoU by Simonyan et al. and ours on Pascal
VOC 2012 val set
method n  2 2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15
Simonyan et al. - - 10.0 20.6 28.3 32.7 33.4 33.8 33.8 33.3 28.7
DCSM (ours) 40.0 44.0 44.1 40.6 36.4 - - - - -
To compare the proposed method with the previous method proposed by
[2] quantitatively, we carried out weakly-supervised segmentation by adapt-
ing fully-connected CRF to estimated class saliency maps. We obtained the
class maps by Equation 9.4 which contains a hyper-parameter, . As shown
in Table 4.1, we searched for the best values of  for both of Simonyan et
al. and proposed method. As results, our method achieved 44.1% as the
best mean IoU with  = 3, while Simonyan et al. achieved 33.8% with
 = 8 (or 9). This result proves that the proposed saliency maps have higher
ability than the maps obtained by the method [2] as unary potentials of CRF
for semantic segmentation.
4.2.3 Eects of Parameter Choices
Intermediate layers In the proposed method, we extracted CNN deriva-
tives from intermediate layers of the VGG-16, and averaged them to estimate
class saliency maps. We examined the eects on which layers we use to ex-
tract derivatives from. Table 4.2 shows the results evaluated with VOC val
set varying the layer combinations. \Block1" in the Table means the average
of conv1 1 and conv1 2 in VGG-16, and \average Block 3,4,5" means the
average of Block 3, Block 4, and Block 5. Among the single blocks, Block 4
achieved the best result, and among the block combinations, the combination
of Block 3,4,5 achieved the best. Although Block 5 itself was less eective,
adding Block 5 to combinations was eective to boost performance. This
shows that aggregation of CNN derivatives extracted from multiple upper
layers is the better choice.
Size of input images We examined the eects on input image size and
multi-scale combination of input images since we use fully convolutional CNN
which can deal with arbitrary-sized input images. For up-scaling we used
bilinear interpolation. Table 4.3 shows the results, which indicates 500 500
was the best, and the combination of 400  400, 500  500 and 600  600
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was the best. This is partly because we used training images with random
resizing from 350 to 700 pixels. From these results, multi-scale aggregation
helped boost performance.
Minimum number of the raw class maps for subtraction We pre-
pared the raw class saliency maps of the top-N classes which were predicted
by multi-label classication to use for subtraction. Note that we limit the
class for subtraction in which classication score is more than the pre-dened
threshold, 0.5. Actually, the threshold is 0 before adapting sigmoid function
the value of which is used on training multi-label prediction. We examined
the changes on the diering N . We showed also the results on the case of
N = 0 which meant that subtraction was never carried out, that is, the
results without subtraction. Table 4.5 shows that using the top-4 (N = 4)
raw class maps were the best1. The subtraction is always helpful to raise
segmentation performance compared with the case of N = 0.
Guided BP vs. BP We compared normal backpropagation (BP) used in
[2] with guided backpropagation (GBP) proposed [3]. Class maps obtained
by GBP included less noise and The score was also better than normal BP
as shown in Table 4.4.
4.2.4 Comparison with Other Methods
In the nal subsubsection, we compare our results (DCSM) with other results
by CNN-based methods quantitatively. Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the
results for PASCAL VOC 2012 val set and test set, respectively.
While MIL-FCN ([45]), EM-Adapt ([4]), CCNN ([5]) and our methods
used PASCAL VOC training data and augmented training data provided by
[58], MIL-fsppxl,bb,segg by [35] used their original additional training images
which contains 700,000 images. Our method is dierent from other methods
in terms of the way to use a CNN. While the existing methods employed
only feed forward computation ([45, 35, 4, 5]), we use backward computation
as well as feed forward computation. Although the way to train CNN is
the same as MIL-FCN ([45]) and MIL-fsppxl,bb,segg ([35]), the method to
localize objects is essentially dierent. As shown in the tables, our results
by DCSM with CRF outperformed the methods which not using iterative
training approach.
In Table 5.3, we also compared DCSM with the fully supervised methods.
1We used N = 3 in all the other experiments to save computation.
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Our result is close to the result by one of the best non-CNN-based fully
supervised method, O2P ([69]). Their dierence is only 2.5 points. We
show qualitative results by the proposed method without/with Dense CRF
in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Obtained class saliency maps (Left) by [2] (Right) by the pro-
posed method (DCSM).
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Figure 4.7: Obtained class saliency maps for images containing three or more
classes.
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Table 4.2: Eects by layers from which CNN derivatives are extracted.
layer mean IoU
block1 (conv1 1, conv1 2) 5.5
block2 (conv2 1, conv2 2) 21.5
block3 (conv3 1, conv3 2, conv3 3) 32.5
block4 (conv4 1, conv4 2, conv4 3) 40.3
block5 (conv5 1, conv5 2, conv5 3) 26.3
average block 1,2,3,4,5 41.3
average block 2,3,4,5 42.2
average block 3,4,5 42.8
average block 4,5 42.5
average block 3,4 37.97
Table 4.3: Eects by input image size and multi-scale aggregation.
input image size mean IoU
(1) 300  300 34.5
(2) 400  400 41.0
(3) 500  500 42.4
(4) 600  600 41.8
(5) 700  700 40.0
(6) 800  800 34.5
average (1),(2),(3) 41.1
average (2),(3) 42.9
average (2),(3),(4) 43.5
average (3),(4) 42.9
average (3),(4),(5) 42.5
average (3),(4),(5),(6) 42.8
Table 4.4: Eects on the way of back-propagation.
method BP GBP
mean IoU 41.2 44.1
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Table 4.5: Eects on the number of raw class maps for subtraction.
class N 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 15
mean IoU 38.2 42.2 43.5 44.1 44.2 44.0 43.7 43.3
Figure 4.8: Qualitative results of DCSM on VOC 2012. Each row shows
(left) input image, (middle left) results estimated from class maps, (middle
right) results after applying FC-CRF, and (right) ground truth.
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Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the comparison with the other weakly-
supervised segmentation methods. Our method showed the comparable per-
formance with the other state-of-the-art methods on the same condition us-
ing only image-level-label as training data. Especially our proposed method
achieved the better result than F/B prior ([40]), STC ([7]), SEC ([6]) all of
which employed (re)-trained DeepLab with the estimated initial masks on
the weakly-supervised setting. Our approach also outperformed SDS which
is based on the fully supervised method proposed by [18].
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new weakly-supervised semantic segmenta-
tion method consisting of a novel method of class saliency map estimation
and Dense CRF. The proposed distinct class saliency maps (DCSM) out-
performed the maps by Simonyan et al. citesim14 both qualitatively and
quantitatively. The experimental results proved the eectiveness of the pro-
posed method, which achieved the state-of-the-arts on the PASCAL VOC
2012 weakly-supervised segmentation.
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Chapter 5
Noise data estimation and
rejection by estimation of
segmentation \Easiness"
In this chapter, we propose a novel algorithm to estimate \Easiness" of train-
ing data for weakly-supervised segmentation results. By this method we cal-
culate scores for each training data and we retrieve \good seeds" based on
the score. For the estimation of \Easiness", we consider \consistency" among
the results with dierent conditions. To do that, we use two kinds of weakly-
supervised segmentation method, a BP-based mask estimation method pro-
posed by Simonyan et al [2] and an improved method proposed in the previ-
ous Chapter 4. By evaluating the consistency between the results by the two
methods, we estimate segmentation \Easiness" of each of the training image,
and select the easier ones as \seed images" and regards their estimated masks
as \seed masks". In addition, we demonstrated that it is also eective to use
retrieved images using the score of \Easiness" for data augmentation.
To summarize our contributions in this chapter, they are as follows:
 We propose a novel algorithm to estimate \Easiness" by consistency
among results of dierent conditions.
 We show that the retrieved images by our proposed method is eective
for data augmentation.
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5.1 Method
In this chapter, we basically adopt an iterative approach of mask estima-
tion and training of a fully-supervised semantic segmentation model in the
similar way to [7, 6] for the weakly-supervised semantic segmentation tasks.
To estimate initial masks which need training of a fully-supervised model
in the weakly-supervised task, we use Distinct Class-specic Saliency Maps
(DCSM) 4. In this chapter, in order to obtain better initial masks, we pay
attention to \ consistency" among the results of dierent processing for se-
lecting \good seeds".
5.2 Estimation of \Easiness" of Training Im-
ages
In this chapter, we also propose a novel algorithm to estimate the accuracy
of segmentation to use the results of DCSM as training data for the fully su-
pervised segmentation model eectively. The proposed method can predict
\Easiness" of segmentation and retrieve \good seeds". To estimate initial
masks, we use DCSM. In order to obtain better initial masks, we pay atten-
tion on \consistency" among the results of dierent processing for selecting
\good seeds". Especially, we paid attention to the following two points:
1. Correlation on \Easiness" between classication and segmentation.
2. Coherence on the segmentation results between one obtained by a so-
phisticated method and one obtained by a simpler method.
From the two assumptions, we select easier images from the training dataset,
and give priority to them in the initial training phase.
5.2.1 Dierence between DCSM and DCSM without
subtraction
It is easy to imagine that the dicult images to be classied is hard to be
segmented. However, the easy-classied images are not always easy for seg-
mentation. Therefore, it is dicult to estimate \Easiness" on segmentation
directly from classication results. Thus, in this chapter, we utilize the BP-
based object-specic saliency map for estimation. While BP-based saliency
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maps proposed by Simonyan et al. [2] are relatively vague and not distinct,
DCSM generates more distinct class saliency maps that are discriminative
for the regions of a target class from the regions of the other classes by tak-
ing subtraction for dierent class signals. Here, we consier the dierence
between the original DCSM and the DCSM without subtraction. If no dif-
ference appears in both results, the input images can be regarded as being
simple images. On the other hand, if both results are largely dierent, the
input images can be regarded as being complexed images.
For image x, let Vo(x) be segmentation result without subtraction, Vw(x)
be segmentation result with subtraction. \Easiness" for subtraction Rsub(x)
is calculated as:
Rsub(x) =
1
jCj
X
c2C
IoU(V co (x); V
c
w(x)) (5.1)
where IoU(:; :) is a function which returns the Intersection over Union (IoU)
for two regions, and C is the set for the dierence input image sizes.
5.2.2 Coherence on size change of input images
As an additional measurement on \Easiness", we consider consistency of the
segmentation masks when varying the size of input images. On semantic
segmentation task, the receptive eld size of each pixel is important. While
change of the receptive eld size is related to segmentation accuracy, some
images can be segmented accurately without the change. We consider that
if we need the change of receptive eld to obtain better results for segmen-
tation, the diculty of segmentation is high. In other words, if the same
segmentation masks are obtained from various conditions in terms of image
size, the given images can be regarded as an easy image to segment. In this
chapter, we use this as the second measurement of \Easiness".
Actually, we used the three image sizes, sn = 320; 416; 512 (n = 0; 1; 2).
We represent DCSM maps before adapting CRF as M sn(x). We obtain
aggregated maps, M b(x) with
M b(x) =
1
jCj
X
c2C
M sc(x)
V b(x) represents the CRF result of M b(x) after applying the dense CRF-
based renement. Then, we compute the coherence on size change, Rsize(x),
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by the following equation:
Rsize(x) =
1
2jCj
X
c2C
IoU(V bo (x); V
c
o (x)) + IoU(V
b
w(x); V
c
w(x)) (5.2)
Finally we combine two kinds of the reliable scores in the following equation:
score = 1 Rsize + 2 Rsub (5.3)
where 1 and 2 are pre-dened constant values. In this chapter we simply
set 1 and 2 to 0.5. Figure 5.1 shows the example of the results of the
estimated mask in dierent conditions.
5.2.3 Generating of segmentation mask
We generate segmentation masks of the training images with only image-level
annotation by using DCSM. The nal results are obtained after applying
dense CRF. On the contrary to the original DCSM, we used single-class clas-
sier CNNs as well, and we generate the nal mask by integrating single-class
classier results with the multi-class classier results. In the case of PASCAL
dataset, we train each single-class CNNs with soft-max cross entropy loss.
Figure 5.1 shows the examples of the generated mask. Note that we used
only corresponding regions for results of dierent conditions as the training
data such as localization cue used in [6].
5.3 Experiment
5.3.1 Experimental setup
For the setup of classication model, we used the same setup of Section 4.2.1.
To train fully-supervised segmentation model with the estimated masks, we
used DeepLab-CRF [23]. To optimize the model we used SGD for 10000
iteration, the batch size is 16, momentum parameter is 0.9 and a weight
decay is 0.0005. We set the learning rate to 0.001 except for the last layer
where learning rate is 0.01. We decrease the learning rate by 0.1 for every
2000 iterations. Each model is trained with 7-8 hours by a NVIDIA GeForce
Titan-X GPU with 12GB memory. In the experiments of this section are con-
ducted using DeepLab code [23], which is implemented based on the publicly
available Cae framework [70].
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5.3.2 Evaluation for the estimation of \Easiness"
Figure 5.3 shows top5 retrieval results of each class obtained by the proposed
algorithm \Easiness". Though \Easiness" is not fully-supervised, i.e. it does
not uses any pixel-wise annotations, \good seeds" are retrieved in most cases.
For example, in case of aeroplane, car, cow and dog, retrieved seeds are
close to the ground truth. On the other hand, the results of sofa, chair and
table include some noise. In general segmentation results of these class show
low performance, hence the retrieved results are directly aected by the low
quality of prediction.
Data augmentation is well known as the way for avoiding overtting and
improving accuracy on test data. However, it is expected that augmented
data including noise will be not eective for improving accuracy. Therefore,
we augmented training data for only \good seeds" retrieved by the proposed
algorithm. As a data augmentation method, we referred approach of Liu et
al. [71], which is mentioned on their poster in the conference. In fully super-
vised detection, they changed training data dynamically by data augmenta-
tion. We followed their approach [71] and dynamically augmented training
data by random cropping and random padding. For cropped images, we rec-
ognized the images by the multi-class classication model and used only the
images whose results corresponding to the class label. For each training data
and each augmentation process we augmented 10 images. Table 10.2 shows
the results of combination of \Easiness" with data augmentation where the
image number is dened by the threshold of equation (Equation 5.2). \Base
image N" represents the number of the images which was used as the training
data without data augmentation, while \aug image N" indicates the number
of image used for data augmentation. As the results, setting (c) achieved the
best accuracy 51.3%, this setting limits both the number of base training im-
ages and the number of augmented images. Our proposed method improved
the simple approach certainly, considering the result of setting (f) score is
48.8% which was trained with all the training images and all the augmented
images, which was the lowest score in all settings. The Table also shows that
training data selection for base images is eective constantly. In the setting
(a) and (b), in order to collect the training data which has further quality,
we limited augmented number of image to 780, but we obtained the worse
results. In training of deep CNNs, there is a trade-o between the number
of training image and training data quality. However, these results indicate
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that the accuracy can be boosted by data selection. Even though the train-
ing data size was small, quality of data is important and higher-quality data
can be used for the data augmentation eectively.
Table 5.1: Combination of \Easiness" with data augmentation
setting Base image N Aug image N mIoU
(a) 8760 (th  0.3) 730 (th  0.8) 50.1
(b) 10582 (all) 730 (th0.8) 48.9
(c) 8760 (th  0.3) 2105 (th  0.7) 51.3
(d) 10582 (all) 2105 (th0.7) 49.9
(e) 8760 (th  0.3) 8760 (th  0.3) 49.7
(f) 10582 (all) 10582 (all) 48.8
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Figure 5.1: Examples of visualization on the dierent conditions. In the
top case, we dene this sample as \a good seed" so that almost predicted
regions have consistency. In the middle case, the visualization results have a
large dierence in the simple visualization and visualization with subtraction,
hence we estimate the result of this sample as \a bad seed" for the (re-
)training. In the bottom case, visualization results have the corresponding
region, but some results have inconsistency in the results of varying input
size, thus our proposed method generates generate a not good score for this
sample.
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Figure 5.2: (1) input image, (2) estimated mask by single-
class model, (3) estimated mask by multi-class model, and
(4) integrated mask.
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Figure 5.3: Top5 retrieval results obtained by our proposed \Easiness" score
on Pascal VOC 2012 train aug dataset.
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Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show the comparison with the other weakly-
supervised segmentation methods. Our method showed the comparable per-
formance with the other state-of-the-art methods on the same condition us-
ing only image-level-label as training data. Especially our proposed method
achieved better result than F/B prior [40], STC [7], SEC [6] all of which em-
ployed (re)-trained DeepLab with the estimated initial masks on the weakly-
supervised setting. Our approach also outperformed SDS which is based on
fully supervised method proposed by [18].
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we trained fully supervised segmentation model with DCSM
outputs, and we selected \good seeds" by our another proposed method
\Easiness". We estimated \Easiness" of prediction from visualization results
and retrieved prediction results by \Easiness". In the training of deep CNN,
there exists a trade-o between the number of training samples and the
quality of training samples. However, we showed that we could boost the
segmentation accuracy by combining data selection with data augmentation.
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Chapter 6
Noise data estimation and
interpolation using
self-supervised dierence
detection
Class Activation Map (CAM) [36] visualizes a trained classication model.
However, visualization often does not match actual object regions. To im-
prove weakly-supervised segmentation from visualization, we need to con-
sider mapping functions for visualization to segmentation. As such mapping
functions, Conditional Random Field (CRF) [38] is widely known. CRF can
rene rough probability maps for object location by tting to the edge of
regions using color and location information. A re-training approach is also
known as a versatile approach for such mapping functions. In the re-training
process, we generate pseudo pixel-level labels and we re-train a segmentation
model with the generated labels. Wei et al. [7] demonstrated repeating this
approach can gradually improve the accuracy of weakly-supervised segmenta-
tion. Though these mapping functions can rene visualization, the mapping
functions do not always improve input data, they sometimes causes perfor-
mance dropping. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose a robust learning
method for such noise.
In this chapter, we denote the information used as the inputs of the map-
ping functions as knowledge, and we consider the supervision containing the
noise as advice. The supervision for fully supervised learning that allows one-
to-one mapping is teacher. We assume that the advice provides supervision,
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which includes some correct and incorrect information. To make eective
use of the information obtained from this advice, it is necessary to select
useful information. We regard the regions where opinions dier between
knowledge and advice as dierence. Since dierence in the two segmenta-
tion masks can be obtained by simple processing without annotation, it is a
kind of self-supervised learning to train a model, which predicts dierence.
Self-supervised learning is a pretext task as a form of indirect supervision.
For example, as notable works, colorization [73] and predicting the patch
ordering [74] have been proposed.
Inferring dierence in knowledge and advice from knowledge leads to pre-
dicting the advisor's advice in advance. In predicting advice, there are pre-
dictable advice and unpredictable advice. Certain advice can be easily in-
ferred because many similar samples are included during training. Here, we
assumed that advice contains a sucient number of good information, and
predictable information can be considered to be useful information. Based
on this idea, we propose a method for selecting information by nding the
true information in advice that can be predicted from the inference results of
dierence detection. Figure 6.1 shows the concept of the proposed approach.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the proposed Self-Supervised Dif-
ference Detection (SSDD) module can be used in both the seed generation
stage and the training stage of fully supervised segmentation. In the seed
generation stage, we rene the CRF results for pixel-level semantic an-
ity (PSA) [39] by using the SSDD module. In the training stage, we introduce
two SSDD modules inside the training loop of a fully supervised segmenta-
tion network. In the experiments, we demonstrate the eectiveness of the
SSDD modules in both stages. In particular, the SSDD modules greatly
boosted the performance of the WSS on the PASCAL visual object classes
(VOC) 2012 dataset, and achieved new state-of-the-art. To summarize it,
our contributions are as follows:
 We propose an SSDD module, which estimates the noise of the map-
ping functions of the weakly-supervised segmentation and select useful
information.
 We show that the SSDD modules can be eectively applied to both
the seed generation stage and the training stage of a fully supervised
segmentation model.
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 We obtained the best results on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset with
64.9% mean IoU on the val set and 65.5% on the test set.
Figure 6.1: The concept of the proposed approach. (a) We denote the inputs
of the mapping functions as knowledge and the outputs as advice. (b) The
proposed dierence detection network (DD-Net) estimates the dierence be-
tween knowledge and advice. (c) In dierence, the advice is divided into true
advice and false advice. We assume that if the amount of true advice is larger
than the amount of false advice, that is, if a set of false advice are outliers,
then the predictable advice has a strong correlation with the true advice.
6.1 Method
There was no supervision for the mapping functions of segmentation in the
weakly-supervised setting; therefore, it was necessary to consider a map-
ping for bringing the input close to the better segmentation results by using
a method that incorporated human knowledge. We propose a method for
selecting useful information from the results of the mapping functions by
treating the results as supervision containing noise. We dene the inputs of
the mapping functions as knowledge, and the mapped results as advice. We
predict the regions of dierences between knowledge and advice, and we call
this as the dierence detection task. Using the inference results, we select
the information of the advice.
6.1.1 Dierence detection network
In this section, we formulate the dierence detection task. In the proposed
method, we predict the dierence between knowledge and advice. Here, we
dene the segmentation mask of knowledge as mK , the segmentation mask
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Figure 6.2: Dierence Detection Network (DD-Net).
of advice as mA, and their dierence as MK;A 2 RHW .
MK;Au =
(
1 if (mKu = m
A
u )
0 if (mKu 6= mAu )
; (6.1)
where u 2 f1; 2; ::; ng indicates a location of pixels, and n is the number
of pixels. Next, we dene a network of dierence detection for deduc-
ing the dierence. We use feature maps extracted from a trained CNN
to assist the dierence detection. In particular, we use high-level features
eh(x; e) and low-level features e
l(x; e) extracted from a backbone network,
such as ResNet. Here, x is an input image, and e is an embedding func-
tion parameterized by e. As shown in Figure 6.3, the condence map of
the input mask d is generated by dierence detection network (DD-Net),
DDnet(eh(x; e); e
l(x; e); m^; d); d 2 RHW , where m^ is a one-hot vector mask
with the same number of channels to the target class number, d is the
parameter of the DD-Net, and e(x) = (el(x); eh(x)). The architecture of
DD-Net is shown in Figure 6.2; it consists of three convolutional layers and
one Residual block with three inputs and one output. DD-Net takes either a
raw mask or a processed mask as an input, and outputs the dierence mask.
This network performs learning using the following losses:
Ldi = 1jSj
X
u2S
(J(MK;A; dK ; u; d)
+J(MK;A; dA; u; d));
(6.2)
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where S is a set of pixels of the input spaces, and J() is assumed to be a
function that returns a loss for the binary cross entropy.
J(M;d; u) = Mu log du + (1 Mu) log(1  du):
Note that the parameters of the embedding function e are independent of
the optimization of d. The training of DD-Net is self-supervised; therefore,
neither special annotation nor additional data are needed.
6.1.2 Self-supervised dierence detection module
In this section, we describe the details of the SSDD module shown in Fig-
ure 6.3, which integrates two masks adaptively according to the condence
maps. We denote a set of advice that are true in dierence as SA;T , and a
set of advice that are false as SA;F . The purpose of the method is to extract
as many samples of SA;T as possible from the entire set of advice SA. Let dK
be the inference results of advice from the given knowledge. The inference
results are the probability distributions from 0 to 1, and the values have
variations. The variations are caused by the dierence in the diculty of
inference. The presence of similar patterns during training can have a strong
inuence on the dierence in the diculty of inference. Here, if there are a
sucient number of advice that are true values rather than false values, that
is, if jSA;T j > jSA;F j, the larger values indicate that their advice most likely
belong to SA;T . However, for the values of dK at a boundary, it is not clear
whether advice belongs to SA;T or not; this should probably be dierent from
sample to sample. Therefore, it is dicult to deduce a good advice directly
from the size of the value of dK . To alleviate the problem, we use the infer-
ence results about the state of knowledge for each advice. Although advices
have large variations in their distribution, these variations are less than the
variations in the distribution of knowledge in general. Therefore, using advice
to infer knowledge is assumed to be easier than using knowledge to advice in-
ference. In this chapter, we consider the results of the inference of knowledge
to advice for evaluating the diculty of inference in each sample; we use the
inferences for the thresholds for each sample. Specically, we calculate the
condence scores of advice from the viewpoint of how close the values of dK
to dA. The condence score wu 2 R is dened by the following expression:
wu = d
K
u   dAu + biasu (6.3)
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Here, bias is a hyper parameter for a threshold of the selection obtained by
the dierence detection, and it is also an enhanced value for the categories
in the presence labels of the input image. The rened masks mD obtained
from mK and mA are dened by the following expression:
mDu =
(
mAu if (wu  0)
mKu if (wu < 0)
(6.4)
We denote this processing ow for generating new segmentation mask as an
SSDD module in the after notation.
mD = SSDD(e(x);mK ;mA; d) (6.5)
Figure 6.3: Overview of the DD-Net. The gure on the left shows the training
of the DD-Net, and the right gure shows the processing of the integration
using the results of dierence detection.
6.2 Introducing SSDD modules into the pro-
cessing ow of WSS
In this section, we explain how to use SSDD modules in the processing ow
of WSS. The proposed method can be adapted to various cases by applying
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inputs of the mapping function as knowledge and the results of the mapping
function as advice. The processing ow that we adopted in this chapter con-
sists of two stages: the seed generation stage with static region renement
and the training stage of a segmentation model with dynamic region rene-
ment. In the rst stage, we adapted the proposed method by applying the
results of PSA as knowledge and its CRF results as advice (Section 6.2.1). In
the second stage, we adapted the proposed method by applying the results of
the rst stage (Section 6.2.1) as knowledge, and the outputs of the segmen-
tation models trained by the masks were applied as advice (Section 6.2.2).
6.2.1 Seed mask generation stage with static region
renement
PSA [39] is a method to propagate label responses to nearby areas that belong
to the same semantic entity. Though PSA employs CRF for the renement of
the segmentation mask, CRF often fails to improve the segmentation masks;
in fact, it degrades the masks. In this section, we rene the outputs of CRF
in PSA by using the proposed SSDD module. We illustrate the processing
ow of the rst seed generation stage in Figure 6.4. Note that we omitted
the input of the given image to an SSDD module for the sake of simplifying
in the gure.
We denote an input image as x; the probability maps obtained by PSA
are denoted as pK0 = PSA(x; psa), and its CRF results are denoted as p
A0.
We obtain the segmentation masks (mK0;mA0) from the probability maps
(pK0; pA0) by taking the argument of the maximum of the presence labels
including a background category. We computed the loss of the DD-Net as
follows:
Ldi0 = 1jSj
X
u2S
(J(MK0;A0; dK0; u; d0)
+J(MK0;A0; dA0; u; d0));
(6.6)
The proposed method is not eective when either of the segmentation
masks or both of them do not have the correct labels. These cases are not
only meaningless for the proposed renement approach, but they may also
harm the training of the DD-Net. We dene the bad training samples by
simple processing based on the dierence in the number of the class-specic
pixels, and we exclude them from the training.
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In this work, we also train the embedding function by training a seg-
mentation network with mK0 to obtain good representation for the inputs of
high-level features and low-level features:
Lbase = Lseg(x;mK0; e0; base); (6.7)
Lseg(x;m; ) =   1X
k2K
jSmk j
X
k2K
X
u2jSmk j
log(hku()); (6.8)
where Smk is a set of locations that belong to the class k on the mask m;
hku is the conditional probability of observing any label k at any location
u 2 f1; 2; :::; ng; and C is a set of class labels. e0 are parameters of embedding
functions and base are parameters for the segmentation branch. The training
of e0 is independent of d0.
The nal loss function for the static region renement using the dierence
detection is as follows:
Lstatic = Lbase + Ldi0 : (6.9)
After training, we integrate the masks (mK0;mA0) and obtain the inte-
grated masks mD0 using the SSDD module with the trained parameter d0
as follows:
mD0 = SSDD(e(x);mK0;mA0; d0): (6.10)
6.2.2 Training stage of a fully supervised segmentation
model with a dynamic region renement
When we train a fully supervised semantic segmentation model with pixel-
level seed labels, the accuracy of the seed labels directly aects the perfor-
mance of the segmentation. The performance gain is expected by replacing
the seed labels to better the pixel-level labels during training. In this study,
we propose a novel approach to constrain the interpolation of the seed labels
during the training of a segmentation model. The idea of the constraint is to
limit the interpolation of seed labels only to predictable regions of dierence
detection between newly generated pixel-level labels and seed labels.
In practice, we interpolate the pixel-level seed labels in two steps of each
iteration as shown in Figure 6.5. Note that \SegNet" in the gure does
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Figure 6.4: Processing ow at the seed mask generation stage with static
region renement.
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the processing ow for the dynamic region rene-
ment. (\SegNet" does not represent any specic network but represents any
kind of network for fully supervised semantic segmentation.)
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not represent a specic segmentation network; it represents any fully su-
pervised segmentation network. In the rst step, for an input image x,
we obtain the outputs of the segmentation model pK1 = Seg(e(x); main)
and its CRF outputs pA1. We obtain the segmentation masks (mK1;mA1)
from the probability maps (pK1; pA1) by taking the argument of the max-
imum of the presence labels including a background category. Then, we
obtain the rened pixel-level labels mD1 by applying the proposed rene-
ment method as follows: mD1 = SSDD(e(x);mK1;mA1; d1). In the second
step, we apply the proposed method to the seed labels mD0 and to the mask
mD1 obtained in the rst step. The further rened mask mD2 is obtained
by mD2 = SSDD(e(x);mD0;mD1; d2). We generate the mask m
D2 in each
iteration and train the segmentation model using the generated mask mD2.
We train the semantic segmentation model with the generated mask mD2 as
follows:
Lmain = Lseg(x;mD2; e1; main); (6.11)
The loss of DD-Net for mA1 and mK1 is as follows:
Ldi1 = 1jSj
X
u2S
(J(MK1;A1; dK1; u; d1)
+J(MK1;A1; dA1; u; d1));
(6.12)
In the second stage, we also exclude the bad samples (as done in Sec-
tion static) based on the change ratio of pixels because the proposed method
is not eective if the input segmentation masks do not have correct regions.
We explain how to train the DD-Net for (mD0,mD1). The masks (mK1;mA1;mD1)
depend on the outputs of the segmentation model Seg(e(x); main). There-
fore, if the learning of the segmentation model falls into a local minimum,
the masks will become meaningless; all the pixels become background pixels
or single foreground pixels. In this case, the inference results of the dier-
ence detection is also always constant, that is, (DK = 1; dA = 1; dA = dK),
and Equation 10.3 becomes w = bias. To escape from this local minimum,
we create a new branch of a segmentation model and use it for learning the
dierence detection between mD0 and mD1. Assume that the mask msub
was obtained from outputs of the branch of the new segmentation model
psub = Seg(e(x); sub). In the training of dierence detection, we trained
the network to learn the dierences among (mD0, msub) and (msub, mD1) as
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follows:
Ldi2 = 1jSj
X
u2S
(J(MD0;sub; dD0; u; d2)
+J(M sub;D1; dD1; u; d2));
(6.13)
If msub is the output, which is halfway between mD0 and mD1, the replace-
ment of the training samples will let the segmentation model exit from the
situation (dK = 1; dA = 1; dA = dK), and the inference results of the dif-
ference detection will predict the regions that correlate with the dierence
between mD0 and mD1. We train the parameters sub from the following loss
to achieve the outputs that are halfway between mD0 and mD1.
Lsub = Lseg(x;mD0; e1; sub) + (1  )Lseg(x;mD1; e1; sub); (6.14)
where  is a hyper parameter of the mixing ratio of mD0 and mD1 .
The nal loss function of the proposed dynamic region renement method
is calculated as follows:
Ldynamic = Lmain + Lsub + Ldi1 + Ldi2 (6.15)
The range of the losses is not far from each other, then we do not leverage
them in this formula.
6.3 Experiments
We evaluated the proposed methods using the PASCAL VOC 2012 data. The
PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation dataset has 1464 training images, 1449
validation images, and 1456 test images including 20 class pixel-level labels
and image-level labels. Similar to the methodology followed by [35, 4, 6], we
used the augmented PASCAL VOC training data provided by [18] as well,
wherein the training image number was 10,582. For evaluation, we used
an IoU metric, which is the ocial evaluation metric in the PASCAL VOC
segmentation task. For calculating the mean IoU on the val and test sets,
we used the ocial evaluation server. We compared the best performance of
our method with the state-of-the-art methods on both the val and test sets.
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6.3.1 Implementation details
Our experiments are heavily based on the previous research [39]. For the
generating results of PSA results, we used implementations and trained pa-
rameters provided by the authors that are publicly available. We followed
the methodology of [39] and set hyperparameters that gave the best per-
formance. For the CRF parameters, we used the default settings provided
by [38]. For the semantic segmentation model, we used a ResNet-38 model,
which had almost the same architecture as that in [39]. The only dierence
was in the last upsampling rate; in the paper on PSA, the authors set the
upsampling rate to 8, while we set the rate to 2 for reducing the computa-
tional cost of CRF. The input image size was 448 for training, and the test
images and the output feature map size before the upsampling was 56. In
the DD-Net, we used features obtained from the segmentation model before
the last layer as the high-level features eh and the features obtained before
the second pooling layer as the low level features el. These feature map sizes
were adjusted to 112 by 112 using the simple linear interpolation approach.
We initialized the parameters of the segmentation models by using parame-
ters trained with the PASCAL VOC images and their image-level labels with
a pre-trained model using ImageNet, which was also provided in [39]. The
codes provided by [39] did not include the training and test code for the seg-
mentation models; therefore, we implemented our own codes. In the original
paper on PSA, though the authors optimized the segmentation models by
Adam; however, the performance was unstable in our re-implementation, and
there were several unclear settings. Therefore, we used SGD for training the
entire networks. We set an initial learning rate to 1e-3 (1e-2 for initialization
without the pre-trained model), and we decreased learning rate with cosine
LR ramp down [75]. For the static region renement, we trained the network
with batch sizes of 16 and 10 epochs. For the dynamic region renement,
we trained the network with batch sizes of 8 and 30 epochs. For the data
augmentation and inference technique, we carefully followed the methodol-
ogy used in [39]. We implemented the proposed method using PyTorch. All
the networks are trained using four NVIDIA Titan X PASCAL. We will open
the results of the proposed method and training codes.
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6.3.2 Analysis of static region renement
In the proposed method, we used fully connected CRF [38] with the same pa-
rameter settings as those for PSA [39], (wg = 3, wrgb = 10, = 80,  = 13,
 = 3) in the following kernel potentials: k(fi; fj) = wgexp

  jpi pj j
22
  jIi Ij j
22

+
wrbgexp

  jpi pjj2
22

. To examine the relationship between the CRF params
and results, we changed the values of (wg, wrgb) and evaluated the accuracy.
Figure 6.6 shows a comparison of the proposed static region renement with
the PSA [39] and its CRF results on the training set. The weakening of wrgb
decreases the dierence only between the CRF and the SSDD+CRF results;
therefore the eectiveness of the proposed method reduces. However, the
proposed method always indicates a high accuracy. The optimal weights are
dierent for each image, and it is expected to be dicult to search them for
each image. We consider that the proposed method realized the improvement
of CRF by correcting the partial failure of CRF.
Figure 6.7 shows the dierence detection results and their rened segmen-
tation masks. In the fourth and fth rows of Figure 6.7, we show the typical
failure cases of the proposed method. The regions of small objects tend to
vanish in the CRF, and the DD-Net also learns such tendencies, which causes
the failure of the proposed re-renement method. In the fth row, both of
the input segmentation masks fail to provide segmentation. In such cases,
the proposed method is also not eective.
Figure 6.6: mIoU of the seed masks of the training images with dierent
params values with only CRF and with SSDD and CRF.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 6.7: Each row shows (a) input images, (b) raw PSA segmentation
masks, (c) dierence detection maps of (b), (d) CRF masks of (b), (e) dier-
ence detection maps of (d), (f) rened segmentation masks by the proposed
method, and (g) ground truth masks.
Table 6.1: Results on PASCAL VOC 2012 val set.
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PSA [39] 88.2 68.2 30.6 81.1 49.6 61.0 77.8 66.1 75.1 29.0 66.0 40.2 80.4 62.0 70.4 73.7 42.5 70.7 42.6 68.1 51.6 61.7
SSDD 89.0 62.5 28.9 83.7 52.9 59.5 77.6 73.7 87.0 34.0 83.7 47.6 84.1 77.0 73.9 69.6 29.8 84.0 43.2 68.0 53.4 64.9
Gain +0.8 -5.7 -1.7 +2.6 +3.3 -1.5 -0.2 +7.6 +11.9 +5.0 +17.7 +7.4 +3.7 +15.0 +3.5 -4.1 -12.7 +13.3 +0.6 -0.1 +1.8 +3.2
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6.3.3 Analysis of the whole proposed method
We denote the dynamic region renement as \SSDD" in all the tables. The
score of the SSDD is with the CRF with parameters (wg = 3, wrgb = 10) that
are default values from the author's public implementation. We also used
the parameters for the CRF during training.
Comparison with PSA Table 6.1 shows the comparison of the dynamic re-
gion renement method with the PSA. We observe that the proposed method
outperforms PSA by more than 3.2 point margins. This clearly proves the
eectiveness of the interpolation for the seed labels with the novel constraint
by dierence detection. The accuracy is greatly improved as compared with
the results of the static region renement because of the increase in the num-
ber of good advice by end-to-end learning of the segmentation model, that
is, jSA1;T j > jSA0;T j.
In Table 6.1, we also show the gains between the proposed method and
PSA for detailed analysis. We obtain over 10% gain on the cat, cow, horse,
and sheep classes. Interestingly, all the classes that gave the large gain be-
longed to the animal category. However, in the potted plant, airplane, and
person class objects, it was hard to improve the segmentation mask by using
the proposed method. In the proposed method, we considered the precondi-
tion that advise, which is a true value, was larger than the value that was
not a true value(jSA;T j > jSA;F j). When this precondition was satised, the
accuracy of the classes improved. If the precondition was not satised, the
accuracy did not improve or the accuracy decreased.
Figure 6.8 shows the examples of the results of the re-implementation of
PSA, the static region renement, and the dynamic region renement. Dy-
namic region renement shows more accurate predictions on object location
and boundary. The results of the static region renement are outputs of a
segmentation model re-trained with the masks in case of (wg = 3, wrgb = 10)
in Figure 6.6. Note that we show the results before the CRF for detailed
comparisons.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods Table 6.2 shows the re-
sults of the proposed method and the recent weakly-supervised segmentation
methods that do not use additional supervisions on the PASCAL VOC 2012
validation data and PASCAL VOC 2012 test data. We observed that our
method achieves the highest score as compared with all the existing methods,
which use the same types of supervision [5, 4, 8, 40, 6, 42, 41, 76, 39]. The
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Table 6.2: Comparison with the WSS methods without additional supervi-
sion.
Method Val Test
FCN-MIL [45]ICLR2015 25.7 24.9
CCNN [5]ICCV2015 35.3 35.6
EM-Adapt [4]ICCV2015 38.2 39.6
DCSM [8]ECCV2016 44.1 45.1
BFBP [40]ECCV2016 46.6 48.0
SEC [6]ECCV2016 50.7 51.7
CBTS [41]CVPR2017 52.8 53.7
TPL [42]ICCV2017 53.1 53.8
MEFF [76]CVPR2018 - 55.6
PSA [39]CVPR2018 61.7 63.7
SSDD 64.9 65.5
Table 6.3: Comparison of the WSS methods with additional supervision.
Method Additional supervision Val Test
MIL-seg [35]CVPR2015 Saliency mask + Imagenet images 42.0 40.6
MCNN [50]ICCV2015 Web videos 38.1 39.8
AFF [72]ECCV2016 Saliency mask 54.3 55.5
STC [7]PAMI2017 Saliency mask + Web images 49.8 51.2
Oh et al. [52]CVPR2017 Saliency mask 55.7 56.7
AE-PSL [37]CVPR2017 Saliency mask 55.0 55.7
Hong et al. [51]CVPR2017 Web videos 58.1 58.7
WebS-i2 [49]CVPR2017 Web images 53.4 55.3
DCSP [55]BMVC2017 Saliency mask 60.8 61.9
GAIN [77]CVPR2018 Saliency mask 55.3 56.8
MDC [53]CVPR2018 Saliency mask 60.4 60.8
MCOF [54]CVPR2018 Saliency mask 60.3 61.2
DSRG [47]CVPR2018 Saliency mask 61.4 63.2
Shen et al. [44]CVPR2018 Web images 63.0 63.9
SeeNet [43]NIPS2018 Saliency mask 63.1 62.8
AISI [56]ECCV2018 Instance saliency mask 63.6 64.5
SSDD - 64.9 65.5
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proposed method outperforms the recent previous works on MEFF and TPL
by large margins. As discussed earlier, the proposed method also outper-
forms the current state-of-the-art methods [39]. This result clearly indicates
the eectiveness of the proposed method.
Table 6.3 shows the comparison of the proposed method with a few
weakly-supervised segmentation methods that employ relatively cheap ad-
ditional information. Surprisingly, the proposed method also outperforms
all the listed weakly-supervised segmentation methods. The proposed meth-
ods outperformed the following methods: SeeNet [40], DSRG [7], MDC [6],
GAIN [77], and MCOF [54] that employed fully supervised saliency meth-
ods. In addition, the score of the proposed method was also better than
the results of AISC [56], which used instance-level saliency map methods.
Note that AISC achieved 64.5% on the val set and 65.6% on the test set
using an additional 24,000 ImageNet images for training. The score of the
proposed method was also higher than the score of Shen et al. [44], which
used 76.7k web images for training. It is not possible to have a completely
fair comparison for them because of the dierence of the network model, the
augmentation technique, the number of iteration epochs, and so on. How-
ever, the proposed method demonstrates comparable performance or better
performance without any additional training information.
Details of the simple decision In the proposed method, we select advice
by inference results of dierence detection. The condence score is calculated
from the viewpoint of how close the value of dK to dA. In the proposed
method, if this dierence is large enough, we ignore the advice. Therefore,
if the inferences of the dierence detection are too easy, the values of dK for
advice that is not true become close to dA, and the proposed method does
not work eectively. In particular, if the inference results of the dierence
detection are (dK = 1; dA = 1; dA = dK), we cannot distinguish whether
the advice belongs to the set of true values jSA;T j or the set of false values
jSA;F j based on the results of the dierence detection. Therefore, we judge
the typical failure examples of advice and excluded them from the training
sample so that the dierences between dK and dA were large in the inference
of the bad advice. To be concrete, when the number of dierences in the
pixels in each class of mask is obviously large, we assume that the advice has
failed. We dene the bad training samples as the pair of the masks for the
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Inputs
PSA
(re-implementation)
(59.0%)
SSDD(Static)
(61.4%)
SSDD(Dynamic)
(64.9%)
Ground truth
Figure 6.8: Segmentation examples of results on PASCAL VOC 2012.
dierence detection that satises the following equation:
8c 2 C; jS
mA
c j
jSmKc j
< 0:5; (6.16)
where C is a set of image-level label of the input image. We decide the
threshold 0.5 empirically.
Details of the bias in Equation 10.3 In Equation 10.3, we use bias,
which is a kind of hyperparameter. In this section, we discuss this bias. We
dene the bias as follows:
biasu =
(
bdd  bclass if mAu or mku belongs to C^
bdd if otherwise
; (6.17)
where 8c 2 C^ satisfy jSm
A
c j
jSmKc j
< 0:5 and c 2 C. bdd is a bias for the dierence
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between knowledge and advice, and bclass is a bias for the class category. When
the number of dierences in the pixels in each class of mask is obviously large,
it is assumed that the advice has failed, and to prioritize the label of that
class over the results of the dierence detection, we use the bias bclass. We
dened the values of bdd and bclass by using the grid search.
Values of hyperparameters We explore good hyperparameters by a grid
search and verify the eect of the hyperparameters. We change the values
of the hyperparameters and measure the mean IoU scores. Table 6.4 shows
the hyper parameter values and the mean IoU scores. The hyperparameters
(bdd; bclass) are used in Equation 6.17 as the bias values. In bdd = 0:4, the
mean IoU score becomes the maximum value. We also set the bias bclass
for the missing categories. We observe that the setting bclass = 1:0 achieved
a maximum mean IoU. It is expected that the class biases for the missing
categories help to the train for robustness. In addition, we also verify the
eect of hyperparameters for coecients of losses in Equation 6.11. Though
we had expected that the value of  would aect the performance, the hyper
parameter was not critical for the change of the mean IoU. The balanced
setting, that is,  = 0:5 showed the best score.
Table 6.4: Experimental results with dierent parameters.
bdd 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
mIoU 62.2 63.9 64.6 64.2 64.9 62.7
bclass 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
mIoU 64.3 63.0 64.9 64.5 63.7
 1.0 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.0
mIoU 63.1 64.4 64.9 64.3 63.2
Detailed comparison with existing works We show the detailed com-
parison with existing works on the PASCAL VOC 2012 val and test sets in
Table 6.5, Table 6.6 and Table 6.7.
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6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel method to rene a segmentation mask
from a pair of segmentation masks before and after the renement process
such as the CRF by using the proposed SSDDmodule. We demonstrated that
the proposed method could be used eectively in two stages: the static region
renement in the seed generation stage and the dynamic region renement in
the training stage. In the rst stage, we rened the CRF results of PSA [39]
by using the SSDD module. In the second stage, we rened the generated
semantic segmentation masks by using a fully supervised segmentation model
and CRF during the training. We demonstrated that three SSDD modules
could greatly boost the performance of WSS and achieve the best results on
the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset over all the weakly-supervised methods with
and without additional supervision.
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Chapter 7
Related works of food image
recognition
Recently, many peoples record daily foods using smart devices. The recorded
information can provide numerical data for the number of calories and nutri-
tional values. These data are benecial for promoting healthy-eating habits.
However, the process of recording is a burden to users.
Food image recognition has the potential to reduce the labor on the food
recordings by replacing the manual procedure of taking a picture to food
image recognition. Considering the recent trends to upload food images to
SNS, it is important to simplify food recording also matches In terms of
technical aspects, food image recognition also matches the recent trends in
fashion, owing to recent signicant advances in deep neural networks.
In food recognition, object detection and semantic segmentation are also
important. From the food position in images, we can estimate the size of the
food at bounding-box-level or pixel-level using object detection and semantic
segmentation. The information of the food size are related to the amount of
food, and we can utilize it for food calorie estimation. Food calorie estimation
is one of a promising task in food recognition because it would be useful
on health management. We can estimate food calorie based on not only
the food category but also the amount of food using object detection and
segmentation.
However, most CNN-based object detection and semantic segmentation
methods require bounding-box-level labels or pixel-level labels. These an-
notations are very costly comparing with image-level labels, because many
images with attached tags are available on hand-crafted open image data
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sets such as ImageNet and on the web. In this study, we focus on weakly-
supervised semantic segmentation, which requires neither pixel-wise annota-
tion nor bounding box annotation but only image-level annotation.
In general, object detection and semantic segmentation with bounding-
box annotation or pixel-wise annotation are referred to as fully-supervised
methods, while object detection and semantic segmentation with only image-
level annotation are referred to as weakly supervised methods.
In this thesis, we focus on image recognition in the domain of food. Our
study is also related to object detection and semantic segmentation. In terms
of related works, we discuss previous food recognition studies, including food
detection and segmentation, and recent CNN-based detection and segmen-
tation work for generic images.
Food image recognition is a promising application of visual object recog-
nition, owing to its potential in estimating food calories and analyzing the
eating habits of people for their general well-being. There have been numer-
ous studies on food image recognition that have been published [78, 79, 80,
81, 82, 83, 84].
Moreover, the eectiveness of convolutional neural networks (CNN) has
been recently demonstrated for large-scale object recognition at the ImageNet
Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2012. Krizhevsky et
al. [85] won the ILSVRC 2012, outperforming all other teams who employed
conventional hand-crafted feature approaches. In the CNN approach, input
data consist of a resized image, and the output is a class-label probability.
In other words, CNN includes all the object recognition steps such as local
feature extraction, feature coding, and learning. In general, the advantages
of CNN includes the adaptive estimation of optimal feature representations
for datasets, which is not possible using conventional hand-crafted feature
approaches. In conventional approaches, we rst extract local features such
as SIFT and SURF and then code them into bag-of-feature or Fisher Vector
representations. In the context of food image recognition, classication ac-
curacy based on the UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81] improved from 59.6% [80]
to 72.26% [86] by replacing the Fisher Vector and linear SVM with CNN.
However, most studies assume that one food image represents only one
food item. The approaches presented in these studies cannot handle an image
that contains two or more food items such as an image of a hamburger and
French fries. To list all food items in a given image of food and to estimate
the calories associated with the food, the segmentation of food is needed.
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Some studies attempted food region segmentation [81, 87, 88, 89].
Matsuda et al. [81] proposed the use of multiple methods to detect food
regions, including Felzenszwalb's deformable part model (DPM) [90], a circle
detector, and the JSEG region segmentation method [91].
He et al. [89] employed local variation [92] to segment food regions for
estimating the total calories associated with the food in a given food photo.
In some studies on mobile food recognition [87, 88], users were asked to point
to the rough locations of each food item in an image of food and to perform
GrabCut [93] for extracting food item segments.
In addition, there have been several studies on the estimation of calories
using computer vision techniques. Kong et al.[94] reconstructed 3D food
models using multi-angle pictures and estimated the calories associated with
the food using the cubic volume of 3D models. Chen et al.[95] recognized an
image and computed the cubic volume using depth information. It must be
noted that they obtained depth information using a sensor. 3D base calorie
estimation methods tend to be laborious for users. On the other hand, Myers
et al.[96] proposed a calorie estimation application called\im2calorie." They
obtained each pixel depth information through deep learning prediction and
estimated the food calories. However Myers et al. have not achieved practical
use.
Pouladzadeh et al.[97] estimated food calories from the segmentation re-
sults of an image. They dened a thumb as the base food area and estimated
food volumes and calories from the area ratios of the thumb and the food.
While we can always take a picture of food using our thumbs, this method can
potentially distort the image and taking a picture with only one hand can be
dicult. As more recent study, Myers et al. [96] proposed calorie estimation
application which called \im2calorie". They obtained each pixel depth infor-
mation by prediction of deep learning and estimated calories. Ege et al. [98]
estimated calorie by logistic regression and demonstrated that multi-task
learning of dish detection and calorie estimation can enhance the accuracy of
calorie estimation. Ege et al. [99] also proposed an approach to estimate the
real food size from grains of rice, which is useful for calorie estimation. We
show the gures for the examples of im2calorie [96] and the concept of the
method for estimation of the real food size [99] in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2,
respectively.
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Figure 7.1: The concept of the examples of segmentation of im2calorie. This
gure is cited from [96].
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Figure 7.2: The concept of the method for estimation of the real food size [99].
This gure is cited from [99].
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Chapter 8
Backward-based
weakly-supervised food
segmentation
In this chapter, we propose a new region segmentation method which com-
bines the ideas of RCNN [100] and Simonyan et al. [2]. In RCNN, rstly,
region proposals were generated by selective search [19], then extracted CNN
activation features from all the proposal, applied SVM to evaluate proposals
and integrated them by non-maximum suppression to produce object bound-
ing boxes. They ne-tuned CNN pre-trained with ImageNet 1000 categories
using the PASCAL VOC dataset having 20 categories.
Meanwhile, Simonyan et al. [2] proposed a method to generate object
saliency maps by back propagation (BP) over a pre-trained CNN, and showed
it enabled semantic object segmentation by applying GrabCut [93] using
saliency maps as seeds.
In this chapter, we rstly obtain region proposals by selective search [19],
secondly estimate saliency maps with BP-based methods over the pre-trained
CNN for each of the region proposals after aggregation of overlapped pro-
posals, thirdly apply GrabCut using the obtained saliency maps as seeds of
GrabCut, and nally apply non-maximum suppression to obtain nal region
results.
In the experiments, we examined food segmentation with UEC-FOOD100 [81]
and compared the proposed method and RCNN [100] regarding food detec-
tion performance in the bounding box level. In addition, we used PASCAL
VOC 2007 as well. Our method outperformed RCNN by both of the dataset.
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Although CNN [86, 79] has been applied to food image classication
problem so far, no work tackled food image segmentation problems with
CNN-based methods. As long as we know, this is the rst work to apply a
CNN-based segmentation method to food image segmentation task.
In addition, we estimate calories using the segmentation results. We
obtained food area sizes in an image form segmentation results with pixel
level food location. However it varies from the actual food size, since the
food size in an image is relative.
Some previous works estimate food size from the area ratio of a base
object and foods. There are some objects which is comparable size with food
in an image and cab be took at food time such as e.g. cash cards and a thumb.
We can compute the actual food size from an actual base object size and area
ratio of a base object and foods. However we need to take a picture of the
base object such a cards or thumb with foods and these base objects have
the potential to make looking worse. Considering the recent trend uploading
food images to SNS, the problem will become a large obstacle. Previous
methods also have another problem, if forgot taking a picture with a base
object we can't estimate calories and someones may feel the procedure taking
a base object at food time as labor.
In contrast to previous works, we present a calorie estimation method
using only food segmentation results by limiting target to a multiple food
image. In short words, we decide a food as a base object in multiple foods. We
estimate a calorie from the segmentation results by food area ratios without
preparing a base object in advance.
We summarize the contribution as below:
 We initially achieved CNN-based food segmentation without pixel-wise
annotation.
 We initially estimated food calories with CNN and evaluated results in
practice.
 We proposed a novel calorie estimation method which is based on area
ratios without non-food specic item.
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8.1 Proposed Method
The proposed method on CNN-based region detection consists of the follow-
ing steps as shown in Figure 8.1:
 Apply selective search and obtain 2000 bounding box proposals at most.
 Group them and select bounding boxes.
 Perform backpropagation over the pre-trained CNN regarding all the
selected bounding boxes.
 Obtain saliency maps by averaging BP outputs within each group.
 Extract segments based on the saliency maps with GrabCut.
 Apply non-maximum suppression (NMS) to obtain nal region results.
Figure 8.1: The processing ow of the proposed method.
8.1.1 Selective Search
In the work by Simonyan et al. [2], they applied their method to a whole
image. This brings accepTable results for images containing only one promi-
nent object, while it dicult to handle images containing many objects.
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Especially, in case that a target image includes multiple same-class objects,
Simonyan et al.'s method sometimes extracts multiple objects as one large
object region and fails to extract individual object regions, since they em-
ployed GrabCut is a generic region segmentation method.
Then, rst, we apply selective search [19] to obtain food region candi-
dates where we perform estimation of saliency maps and region segmenta-
tion, which is inspired by RCNN [100]. We obtain 2000 region proposals
represented by bounding boxes at most from the selective search implemen-
tation. 1
8.1.2 Bounding Box Grouping
2000 bounding boxes (BB) are too many to perform estimation of BP-based
saliency maps and GrabCut within each of them. Therefore, we perform
bounding box clustering to reduce the number of bounding boxes. We group
the bounding boxes based on the ratio of intersection over union (IOU) into
20 BB groups at most, and we removed the groups the number of the members
of which is less than 15 BBs. The rest BB groups are regarded as food region
candidates. Note that BB groups sometimes contain other BB groups inside
them, as shown in Figure 8.1(2), because we cluster BBs according to the
ratio of intersection over union (IOU).
8.1.3 Saliency Maps by Back Propagation over Trained
CNN
According to Simonyan et al. [2], we estimate food saliency maps which
represents rough position of target objects employing back propagation (BP)
over the trained CNN. In general, BP is used for training of CNNs, which
propagates errors between estimated values and ground truth values in an
output layer from an output layer to an input layer in the backward direction.
In case of training, the weights of CNNs are modied so that total errors are
reduced. Reducing errors is equivalent to increasing the output scores of
given classes. If propagating errors to an input image, we can obtain a map
indicating which pixels need to be changed to increase the scores of given
classes. Such pixels are expected to correspond to the object location in
the images. This is the explanation why BP can be used for object region
1Downloaded from http://koen.me/research/selectivesearch/
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estimation. The advantage of this method is that it does not need neither
pixel-wise annotation or bounding box annotation as training data. The only
thing needed is a trained CNN with labeled images.
To obtain a BP base saliency map, rst of all, we compute the derivative
w of a class score vector Sc with respect to the layer I at the point (activation
signal) I0:
w =
@Sc
@I

I0
(8.1)
The size of a saliency map is the same as a given image which is height
width  channel. In [2], they obtained a saliency map by select max values
regarding channels as follows: the saliency map mi;x;y is computed as
mi;x;y = max jwi;hi(x;y;k)j (8.2)
To perform BP, both forward pass and backward pass computation are
needed. Forward pass computation is equivalent to classication by CNN. We
provide a region cropped within each selected BB to CNN in the forwarding
direction, and obtain soft-max scores of all the categories. Then, we select
the top ve categories, and provide the vector as Sc where only the elements
corresponding to the top ve categories are 1 and the rest elements are 0 into
the backward pass. Note that the size of an input image is xed to 227227
in case of using AlexNet. We resize (shrink or enlarge) cropped regions to t
the xed size.
In the next place, we unify saliency maps in each bounding box groups.
Simonyan et al. [2] prepared 10 sub-images by cropping and reecting and
averaged them to obtain a saliency maps. Because obtained saliency maps
from a derivative is sparse since. We follow this process in slightly dierent
approaches. We prepare sub-images from bounding box groups.over lapped
regions. Bounding box groups can be dealt as sub-images so that they are
overlapped regions. Especially, We obtain saliency maps from each bounding
box groups and average them after normalization.
Besides, we consider that there are two other methods than the BP-based
method proposed by Simonyan et al. [2]. One is deconvolution (deconv)
proposed by Zeiler et al. [101], the other is guided back propagation (guided
BP) proposed by Springerberg et al. [102]. Basic ideas of the three method
are the same. Only the ways to back propagation through ReLUs (rectied
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linear units) are dierent as below:
BP :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1
 (convi+1 > 0) (8.3)
Deconv :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1


dzi+1
dxi+1
> 0

(8.4)
GBP :
dzi
dxi
=
dzi+1
dxi+1


dzi+1
dxi+1
> 0

 (convi+1 > 0) (8.5)
Originally, guided BP and deconv were proposed as visualizing methods
of the inside of a CNN which was regarded as a black box for analysis and
understanding of it. Guided BP can emphasis edges of objects, which is good
for visualizing trained lters inside a CNN. objects but not good for region
extraction. Figure 8.2 shows saliency maps, and GrabCut results obtained
by the three methods.
Figure 8.2: Saliency maps, thresholded saliency maps and GrabCut results
generated by three kinds of BP-variant methods: Guided BP, Deconvolution,
Back Propagation.
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After obtaining saliency maps of BBs, we average them within each BB
group and obtain saliency maps of BB groups as shown in Figure 8.1(4). The
pixels with higher values are expected to correspond to objects.
8.1.4 Segmentation by GrabCut
In this step, we apply GrabCut [93] to each BB group region to extract whole
object regions, because BP can estimate only the most discriminative parts
of objects. To use GrabCut, both foreground and background color models
are needed. In the similar way as Simonyan et al. [2], the foreground regions
are estimated from the pixels with the top 3% saliency, while the background
regions are estimeted from the lower 40% saliency. The red regions and the
blue regions represent the foreground and the background regions in the
thresholded images in Figure 8.2. Because we apply GrabCut to each BB
group independently, we obtain several regions for one objects as shown in
Figure 8.1 (5).
To integrate overlapped regions, we apply non-maximum suppression
(NMS), and we obtain non-overlapped regions as shown in Figure 8.1 (6).
Finally, we estimate rectangular regions bounding obtained segmented re-
gions, and provide them to the trained CNN to obtained labels for each of
the segmented regions. In addition, in the experiments, we use the extracted
bounding boxes for evaluation.
8.2 Calorie estimation
We estimate calories from the segmentation results with area ratios of mul-
tiple foods. We can estimate a calorie without changing the picture view
and some labors so that we don't use a non-food specic item for the base
area. On the other hand, we need to dene following two additional visions
because of diering from previous works:
 To choose a base food in multiple foods for caluculating the calorie in
practice.
 To investigate each food area ratio.
We choose a base area from segmentation results of multiple foods. For-
mer work with a specic item for a base area size need to investigate only
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the area ratio of the item and foods, while we need each food area ratio to
calculate a calorie. In this section, we show how we get these additional
visions and how we calculate a calorie in practice.
8.2.1 A choice of a base food
We don't x a base food so that there are a lot of patterns in food combina-
tions. Therefore we dene each food priority for choosing a base food class
at each time. We decide the priority based on a tendency of unchanging food
volumes. Some food volumes change frequently , while some foods volume
rarely change. For example, in "Teishoku" which is Japanese traditional
multiple foods menu, we can often change "rice" volume as options, while
we can't change "miso-soup" volume. There are dierences in the tendency
of unchanging food volumes and we want to dene food which volume is
sTable as a high priority class for choosing a base food class.
We explore foods which volume is sTable such like not rice but miso-soup
from multiple-food data on UECFOOD100. UECFOOD100 multiple food
data has 1500 multiple food images including a variety kind of foods such as
"Teishoku","Bargar set" and so on. UECFOOD100 multiple food data also
has bounding box information on food category included UECFOOD100.
We compute each area ratios of category k against category to limitation k0
on UECFOOD100 multiple images. We approximate region area ratios with
BB area ratios due to the limitation of annotation in uec-multiple food. We
denote the space of images by I. For any image i 2 I, T i is a collection ,
(ti1;    ; tip) of each bounding box annotation of i at size p. The bounding box
annotations belong to a set K of category labels. A area ratio of r(ktp ; ktq)
is formulated as below:
r(tipjk; tiqjk0) =
s(tipjk)
s(tiqjk0)
(8.6)
Where s(kjtip) is area of annotation tip which belong to category k. A mean
area ratio r^(k; k0) is computed as below:
r^(k; k0) =
X
i2I
X
p
X
q
r(tipjk; tiqjk0)[k 6= k0; p 6= q] (8.7)
We can obtain standard deviation (k; k0) from r^(k; k0) and each r. Each
mean value size varies in each class k. Therefore we compute a relative
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standard variation distribution of k for k' rsd(k; k0).
rsd(k; k0) =
(k; k0)
r^(k; k0)
(8.8)
A relative standard variation is normalized by mean value. However a ten-
dency remains, small mean values lead relative standard variation small.
Especially large food item tends to hold small relative standard variation
value. There should be no relevance between absolute size and size variation
distribution. To solve this problem, furthermore, we add a normalization
procedure. Simply we take a mean for pair class. We dene a variation
distribution of k for k' as v(k; k0).
v(k; k0) =

(k; k0)
r^(k; k0)
+
(k0; k)
r^(k0; k)

=2 (8.9)
This normalization make v(k; k0) = v(k0; k) and restrict unbalanced varia-
tion for an absolute food size. We integrate a variation distribution of k by
summing up in each other class k0.
v(k) =
1
jKj
X
k02K
v^(k; k0)[k 6= k0] (8.10)
We assume that a small variance mean that the food class area ratio in other
food classes is stable. Therefore , We dene priorities based on the mean vari-
ation distributions v(k). Table 8.1 shows priorities and each class variation
distribution values. In Table 8.1, we exclude some foods on UECFOOD100
due to lack of enough number items for evaluation of variation.
8.2.2 Calorie estimation from area ratios
Our goal is to estimate calories for each food classes in an image. We choose
a food from multiple foods in an image based on priorities which is dened
in Sec 8.2.1. An absolute food area ratio R(k), for class k is computed as
follows:
R(k) = r^(k; kb)
s(kb)
s(k)
(8.11)
Where kb is a base food class.
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Simply We compute calorie Ck of class k using an absolute food area ratio
R(k)
Ck = R(k)  ck (8.12)
Where ck is standard calorie.
Briey, we focus on food category and food volume as calorie decision
factors and we achieve it by segmentation. Especially, we compute food
volume from only food area ratios by choosing a base food class from multiple
foods in an image.
8.3 Inplementation details
We trained CNN by two steps. First of all, we pre-trained AlexNet [85] CNN
with 2000 categories in the ImageNet including 1000 food-related categories.
Secondly, we ne-tuned AlexNet [85] with the UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81]
and used it to estimate food categories and saliency maps. Figure 8.3 shows
detail of ne-tuned AlexNet model construction. We trained this network
using the Cae [68] toolbox.
Note that, in calculating saliency mpas, we used MatConvNet [103]. Mat-
ConvNet can compute backward easily since this tool is provided by a lab
which Simonyan has belonged to.
Figure 8.3: For detail of AlexNet construction.
8.4 Experiments
In the experiments, we used the UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81] and the PAS-
CAL VOC 2007 detection dataset, both of which have bounding box infor-
mation as well as class labels.
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8.4.1 Food detection evaluation
The UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81] contains one hundred kinds of food photos.
The total number of the food photos are 12740 including 1174 multiple-food
photos. In the experiment, we used 1174 multiple-food photos including 3045
food items for testing, while we used the rest 11566 photos for ne-tuning a
CNN pre-trained with the ImageNet 1000 dataset.
For evaluation, we use mean average precision. We count it as a correct
result only if the ratio of intersection over union (IOU) exceeds 50% between
the detected bounding box and the ground truth bounding box. Note that
we evaluated results regarding not segmentation but only bounding boxes,
since UEC-FOOD has no pixel-wise annotation.
Figure 8.4 shows some examples of the detected BB and food regions. The
red letters with yellow backgrounds represent food IDs and corresponding
output scores from the CNN. Most of the food items were correctly detected.
In the top row, \[93] kinpira-style salad" was correctly detected, although
it was not annotated in the ground truth data. In the bottom row, \[24]
beef noodle" was detected as only half of the ground truth region due to the
failure of GrabCut.
Next, we compared three kinds of BP-variant methods which are used for
estimating saliency maps. Table 8.2 shows mean average precisions by three
methods regarding estimated bounding boxes. Although the results by BP
were better than the results by the other methods, the dierence was not so
large.
We compared our results with the results by RCNN. For RCNN as well as
the proposed method, we used the same CNN ne-tuned with the single food
images of UEC-FOOD 100. Table 8.3 shows the results. Unexpectedly, the
mean AP by RCNN was much lower than the proposed method. Figure 8.5
shows some example results. Compared to the bounding boxes estimated
by the proposed methods, RCNN detected too small bounding boxes which
cannot be counted as correct bounding boxes. Although our method is based
on RCNN, there are some dierences in procedure. Especially, RCNN recog-
nizes bounding box proposals while our method recognizes GrabCut results.
In general GrabCut results don't include food texture patch such as detected
small region on RCNN results since GrabCut expands a seed region with
the low level feature. We consider this dierence causes that our method
superior to RCNN on AP of UEC-FOOD100. This means that CNN trained
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with food images recognize food from textures.
8.4.2 Evaluation on Pascal VOC 2007 Detection Task
For more fair comparison with RCNN [100], we also applied our method to
Pascal VOC 2007 detection dataset [57]. The PASCAL VOC dataset consists
of 20 general object classes. There are also many multi-class object images
in Pascal VOC dataset. We used the pre-trained model on PASCAL VOC
2007 included in the RCNN package 2. In the same way as UEC-FOOD,
we compare both performances in mean average precision. The results are
shown in Figure 8.4. Our method outperformed RCNN by 4.5 points.
8.4.3 Calorie estimation of UECFOOD100
We estimate a calorie from the segmentation results. Table 8.1 shows food
priorities with variation distribution of food area ratio on UEC multiple food
datas. We choose a base food class based on these priorities and calculate
calories in practice. Figure 8.7 shows some examples of successful calorie
estimation results.
Though we computed valid calories from the segmentation results at
UECFOOD100, we should report that there are also failure cases. We show
failure cases on Figure 8.8. Needless to say, if we choose a mis-segmented-
food region as a base area, a whole calorie estimation result will be terrible.
Though we consider only food volume for calorie estimating, the fact is clear
that there are many factors aect on calories besides food volume. These are
subjects for future analysis.
8.4.4 Calorie estimation for FOOD panel
We also tested for evaluation of calorie estimation on the food panel dataset.
These datas are not real foods, but veiwing is similar to real food because
of the same angle and reproducing actual food size rate. Importantly, each
panel has a food calorie data. Hence, we can evaluate calorie estimation
performance using these panels. We took 34 pictures using these panels and
estimate calories for each one using the same ow to Section 8.4.3.
2Downloaded from https://github.com/rbgirshick/rcnn
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Figure 8.9 shows results. Note that to segment panel iamges relatively
easy more than UECFOOD images due to some factors such as less light
reectance. However there are some failure cases like a thrid example in
Figure 8.9. We mapped esitimated calorie and truth data relation in Fig-
ure 8.4.4. Mapped points along the red-line mean performance is better.
Note that we ignored some outliers which over 5000 Kcal.
Table 8.5 shows numerical results for calorie estimation of some categories
including total result. In some food-items, Mean error and mean standard
deviation results are very large due to outliers. However mean related error
and mean related standard deviation restrict eect of outlier factors. Since we
can evaluate the calorie estimation performance of each food-item from these
results. Mean related standard deviation of stew is 0.24, while fried chicken
is 1.11, hamburger is 1.24. In terms of mean related standard deviation,
calorie estimation for a stew is easier than a chicken and a hamburger.
In the evaluation of total calorie estimation, we ignore some outliers in the
same ow as graph Figure 8.4.4. We achieved 0.41 in terms of the correlation
coecient for total calorie estimation. Considering the diculty of calorie
estimation only using multiple foods in an image, this result not bad.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a CNN-based food image segmentation which
requires no pixel-wise annotation. The proposed method consists of food
region proposals by selective search and bounding box clustering, backprop-
agation based saliency map estimation with the CNN ne-tuned with the
UEC-FOOD100 dataset, GrabCut guided by the estimated saliency maps
and region integration by non-maximum suppression. In the experiments,
the proposed method outperformed RCNN regarding food region detection
as well as the PASCAL VOC detection task. We also estimate calories using
segmentation results without a non-food specic object. We focus on the
food category and food volume as an important calorie decision factors and
we achieve it by segmentation. Especially, we compute food calories from
only food area ratios by choosing a base food class from multiple foods in an
image.
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Table 8.1: This Table shows pair of food items and variation values.These
pairs are sorted based on variation value.Small variation value mean holding
a high priority.
food item variation distribution
ramen noodle 0.298
beef bowl 0.358
kinpira-style sauteed burdock 0.365
sashimi bowl 0.368
pork miso soup 0.423
fried sh 0.427
fried rice 0.431
pork cutlet on rice 0.444
sirloin cutlet 0.465
jiaozi 0.485
green salad 0.512
potato salad 0.553
beef curry 0.556
egg sunny-side up 0.558
hambarg steak 0.569
grilled pacic saury 0.570
croquette 0.585
rice 0.598
omelet 0.599
miso soup 0.601
grilled salmon 0.604
cold tofu 0.630
sauteed vegetables 0.633
french fries 0.642
natto 0.664
chinese soup 0.670
Japanese tofu and vegeTable chowder 0.676
fried chicken 0.693
tempura bowl 0.694
teriyaki grilled sh 0.716
sweet and sour pork 0.731
ginger pork saute 0.760
mixed rice 0.844
hamburger 0.969
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Figure 8.4: The results of food region segmentation for UEC-FOOD100. (1)
original food photo, (2) detected BB, (3) estimated food segments, (4) ground
truth BB. ([] represents food ID: [01] rice, [05] pork cutlet, [17] humberger,
[24] beef noodle, [36] miso soup, [39] oden, [93] kinpira-style salad, [94] rice
ball, [98] french fries.)
Table 8.2: Mean average precision over all the 100 categories, 53 categories
(more than 10 items of which are included in the test data), and 11 categories
(more than 50 items of which are included in the test data).
UEC-FOOD100 mAP
100class
(all)
53class
(#item  10)
11class
(#item  50)
guided back
propagation (GBP) 50.7 52.5 51.4
deconvolution (deconv) 48.0 54.1 55.4
back propagation (BP) 49.9 55.3 55.4
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Table 8.3: The results by RCNN and the proposed methods.
UEC-FOOD100 mAP
100class
(all)
53class
(#item  10)
11class
(#item  50)
R-CNN 26.0 21.8 25.7
proposed method 49.9 55.3 55.4
Table 8.4: The results for the PASCAL VOC 2007 detection dataset.
aero bike bird boat btl bus car cat chair cow dTable dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP
R-CNN 64.2 69.7 50.0 41.9 32.0 62.6 71.0 60.7 32.7 58.5 46.5 56.1 60.6 66.8 54.2 31.5 52.8 48.9 57.9 64.7 54.2
proposed 81.5 70.2 65.2 39.7 37.8 63.9 83.2 67.8 27.0 65.3 39.5 63.6 63.2 73.2 61.2 37.3 63.5 39.8 70.0 60.8 58.7
Figure 8.5: Examples of the detection results by R-CNN and the proposed
method.
Table 8.5: The Evalution for calorie estimation on food-panel-datas.
Food Mean error
Mean
standard deviation
Mean
related error
Mean related
standard deviation Correlation//coecient
miso-soup 9.64 25.77 0.43 0.72 -
rice 216.35 362.56 0.19 0.67 -
fried chicken 33.06 373.91 1.77 1.11 -
spaghetti 371.03 405.16 0.08 0.64 -
stew 111.72 182.15 0.10 0.24 -
hamburger 2129.47 3107.62 0.59 1.24 -
total 237.05 569.50 0.08 0.46 0.41
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Figure 8.6: Example for general object segmentation results on PASCAL
VOC 2012 (1)original image?(2) segmentation result? (3)label
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Figure 8.7: Examples for successful results of calorie estimation on UEC-
FOOD100. First cols show input images. Second cols show segmentation
masks. Third col shows image regions link with the segmentation masks.
Forth cols show estimated calories of each food item and whole results. Col-
ors link with the segmentation mask colors.
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Figure 8.8: Examples for failar cases of calorie estimation on UECFOOD100.
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Figure 8.9: Examples for calorie estimation on food panel.
Figure 8.10: Horizontal axis means true calorie. Vertical axis means esti-
mated calorie.
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Chapter 9
Visualization based food region
proposal for boosting
computation
To minimize the annotation costs associated with training semantic segmen-
tation models and object detection models, weakly-supervised detection and
weakly-supervised segmentation approaches have been extensively studied.
However most of these approaches assume that the domain between training
and testing is the same, which at times results in considerable performance
drops. For example, if we train an object detection network using only web
images showing a large object at the center, it can be dicult for the network
to detect multiple small objects. In this chapter, we focus on training a CNN
with only web images and achieve object detection in the wild.
A proposal-based approach can address the problem associated with dif-
ferences in domains because web images are similar to images of the proposal.
In both domains, the target object is located at the center of the image and
the ratio of the size of the target object to the size of the image is large.
Several proposal methods have been proposed to detect regions with high
\object-ness."
However, many of these proposals generate a large number of candidates
to increase the recall rate. Considering the recent advent of deep CNNs,
methods that generate a large number of proposals exhibit problems in terms
of processing time for practical use. Therefore, we propose a CNN-based
\food-ness" proposal method in this chapter that requires neither pixel-wise
annotation nor bounding box annotation. Our method generates proposals
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through backpropagation and most of these proposals focus only on food ob-
jects. In addition, we can easily control the number of proposals. Through
experiments, we trained a network model using only web images and tested
the model on the UEC FOOD 100 dataset. We demonstrate that the pro-
posed method achieves high performance compared to traditional proposal
methods in terms of the trade-o between accuracy and computational cost.
Therefore, in this chapter, we propose an intermediate approach between
the traditional proposal approach and the fully convolutional approach. In
particular, we propose a novel proposal method that generates high\food-
ness" regions using fully convolutional networks based on the backward ap-
proach by training food images gathered from the web.
In particular, we consider \Distinct Class-specic Saliency Maps (DCSM)" 4
to be weakly-supervised detection and segmentation methods. These meth-
ods demonstrate high performance in weakly-supervised tasks and can be
easily used to adapt to other targets. However DCSM is ineective for We-
bly supervised methods because of the change in domain at the time of
training and testing. In Webly supervised approaches, most training images
are single labeled images and we assume that the targets are multiple-food
images, consisting of multiple foods in the test phase. The dierences in the
domain can cause considerable performance drops. However, we determined
that we can obtain the rough food regions from the outputs of the DCSM,
even though it is dicult to directly obtain detailed food regions and the
correct class of food for the region. We consider the rough food regions to be
a type of proposal for food objects and we dene \food-ness" as a representa-
tion that reects how likely a pixel belongs to a region of any food category.
In this chapter, we used \food-ness" as a proposal for foods and we apply
it to a proposal-based method for foods by following traditional detection or
segmentation methods such as RCNN and SDS. For this proposal method,
we primarily discuss the computational costs and the methods of generating
a small number of eective region candidates.
We summarize the contributions as below:
 We achieved Webly supervised food-detection and food-segmentation
for the rst time.
 We proposed a novel proposal method for food images.
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9.1 Proposed Method
We propose a new method of generating \food-ness" regions with weakly
supervised annotation. Our method is based on distinct class-specic saliency
maps (DCSM) 4, which is an extension of Simonyan et al.[2]. In this section,
we discuss the DCSM and the manner in which DCSM has been adopted for
\food-ness" proposal.
9.1.1 Overall Architecture
We follow traditional detection methods by using proposals. We rst generate
proposals based on DCSM. We then identify each candidate region. Finally,
we unify overlapped candidates by Non Maximum Suppression(NMS). In this
study, we prepare two CNNs for proposal and recognition. We illustrate an
overview in Figure 9.1. Details of the proposed method process is as follows:
 Recognize an image.
 Sort each food class based on the softmax output.
 Backpropagate upper rank class scores.
 Subtract each class derivative value.
 Obtain \food-ness" proposals.
 Recognize each \food-ness" candidate.
 Unify overlapped candidates by NMS.
9.1.2 DCSM
In [2], the authors considered the derivatives of the class score with respect
to the input image as class saliency maps. However, the position of an in-
put image is the furthest from the class score output on the deep CNN,
which sometimes causes weakening or vanishing of gradients. Instead of the
derivatives of the class score with respect to the input image, Shimoda et
al. 4 used the derivatives with respect to feature maps of the relatively up-
per intermediate layers that are expected to retain more high-level semantic
information. In addition, they applied some techniques that are known to
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be eective in semantic segmentation through a backward approach. They
selected the maximum absolute values of the derivatives with respect to the
feature maps at each location of the feature maps across all the kernels and
up-sampled them with bi-linear interpolation so that their size becomes the
same as an input image.
The class score derivative vci of a feature map layer is the derivative of
the class score Sc with respect to the layerLi at the point (activation signal)
L0i :
vci =
@Sc
@Li

L0i
(9.1)
vci can be computed by back-propagation. After obtaining v
c
i , Shimoda et al.
up-sampled it to wci through bi-linear interpolation so that the size of a 2-D
map of vci becomes the same as an input image. Next, the class saliency map
M ci 2 Rmn is computed as
M ci;x;y = max
ki
jwci;hi(x;y;k)j; (9.2)
where hi(x; y; k) is the index of the element of w
c
i .
The saliency maps of two or more dierent classes tend to be similar,
particularly at the image level. The saliency maps by[2] are likely to corre-
spond to foreground regions rather than specic class regions. To address
this, Shimoda et al. 4 proposed to subtracte saliency maps of the other can-
didate classes from the saliency maps of the target class to dierent target
objects from other objects. They selected several candidate classes with a
pre-dened threshold and a pre-dened minimum number.
The improved class saliency maps with respect to class c, ~M ci , are repre-
sented as:
~M ci;x;y =
X
c02candidates
max

M ci;x;y  M c
0
i;x;y; 0

[c 6= c0]; (9.3)
where candidates is a set of selected candidate classes. Subtraction of saliency
maps resolved the overlapped regions among the maps of the dierent classes.
Shimoda et al. 4 used fully convolutional networks (FCN) that accept
arbitrary-sized inputs for multi-scale generation of class saliency maps. If an
input image that is larger than the one used in the original CNN is given to
the fully-convolutional CNN, class score maps represented as h w  C are
outputted, where C is the number of classes, and h and w are larger than 1.
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To obtain CNN derivatives with respect to enlarged feature maps, Shi-
moda et al. 4 simply back-propagated the target class score map dened
asSc(:; :; c) = 1 (in the MATLAB notation) with 0 for all other elements,
where c is the target class index.
The nal class saliency map M^ c averaged over the layers and the scales
is obtained as follows:
M^ cx;y =
1
jSjjLj
X
j2S
X
i2L
tanh( ~M cj;i;x;y); (9.4)
where L is a set of the layers for which saliency maps are extracted, S is a set
of the scale ratios, and  is a constant which we set to 3 in the experiments.
Note that we assume the size of ~Mj;i for all the layers are normalized to the
same size as an input image before calculation of Equation 9.4.
In [3], guided back-propagation (GBP) [3] was adopted as a back-propagation
method instead of normal back-propagation (BP) used in [2]. The dierence
between the two methods is the backward computation through ReLU. GBP
can visualize saliency maps with fewer noise components than normal BP
by back-propagating only the positive values of CNN derivatives through
ReLU [3].
9.1.3 \Food-ness" Proposal
In this chapter, we focus on training models with single-food images and on
testing multiple-foods images. In general, domain changes from training time
to testing time results in performance degradation. This problem is referred
to as one of the cross-domain problems or the domain adaptation problems.
Using the DCSM, this problem was also observed and accuracy degraded sig-
nicantly. We illustrate our situation using this domain adaptation problem
and an example at Figure 9.2 in food images.
In this study, we avoid this domain adaptation problem using region
proposals. Proposal methods generate object region candidates and these
candidates must include target objects. When recognizing target objects in
the candidates, we obtain better results than in the case of recognizing raw
images without proposals. Because, in our situation, test images include
multiple food images, some candidate regions can be considered single food
images. Therefore, the condition with some candidate regions is closer to the
training condition than the raw test images condition.
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RCNN [100] and SDS [18] are typical methods of detection and segmenta-
tion using proposals based on CNN. They use selective search[19] and MCG
[65] as proposal methods. These proposal methods also typically generate a
considerable number of candidates, approximately 2000 with local features.
A considerable number of candidates rise recall but pay o computational
costs. We consider the number of candidates, approximately 2000, to be
too large and there can be several inecient processes for food recognition.
Therefore, we propose a novel proposal method for foods with CNN.
``Objectness" is a value that reects the likelihood that a region or bound-
ing box in an image covers an object of any category. In this study, we dene
\food-ness" as a representation that reects the likelihood that a pixel be-
longs to a region of any food category. In this study, we adapt DCSM for
calculating \food-ness."
The original DCSM approach is ineective because of the problem of
domain changes as we mentioned above. In fact, the estimated regions by
DCSM trained with only Web images are not precise. However, we observed
that most regions belonged to any food items in an image. Interestingly, the
estimated regions for food classes that are not included in a given image still
belong to other existing objects, and some regions t food regions as shown
in Figure 9.3. This means that CNN trained with dierent domain images
could not precisely transfer knowledge related to the category of food but
could learn rough food conception.
In practice, to adapt DCSM for \food-ness" we increase the number of
candidates in Equation 9.3. It must be noted that we do not aggregate multi-
input-scale results because of increasing computational costs. We obtain the
probability maps for each signal of a class using backpropagation as follows:
Pc =
1
jLj
X
i2L
tanh(Mci ); (9.5)
where P c denotes probability maps such as saliency maps. We convert the
probability maps P c to masks M c through thresholding. In this study, we
set the threshold to 0.5. When the mask M c contains multiple food items,
the probability maps often include several peaks. Therefore, to obtain better
proposals, we divide each mask M c into several masks M ck by separating the
isolated regions using a binary tracing method.k 2 f1; 2;    ; Kg represents
the elements of regions and K is the number of regions. For binary tracing,
we used bwconncomp, which is a MATLAB function. We nally integrated
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Figure 9.1: Processing ow of our method.
the masks by ignoring the category of signals for backpropagation and we
used the integrated masks M^k0 ; (K
0 = C  K) as food-ness proposal. To
summarize this, we increase the number of candidate classes in the DCSM
method and obtain regions from the output probabilities with DCSM. We can
increase the number of candidate classes as far as the maximum target class
number, which in our case is 100 for the UEC-FOOD100 dataset. We will
discuss the manner in which the number of classes in Section 9.2.2 are chosen.
For each input image x 2 X , we compute the proposals M^k0 using the above
process. We then obtain bounding boxes B^k0 by extracting the maximum
and minimum values of the coordinate from the pixels, which belong to the
food region on each mask M^k0 . For each bounding box B^k0 , we cropped the
images xpk0and identied these cropped images using recognition networks.
The training of recognition networks is independent of the proposal network.
We train the proposal network and recognition network separately. Details
of the training are presented in Section 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Example of our cross domain situation.
9.2 CNN training
In this study, we adopt VGG16 as a base convolutional network for ne-
tuning food images. Although there are common factors, we separate the
proposal network and recognition network because of dierences in applica-
tions. We ne-tune VGG16 as a proposal network with a fully convolutional
technique. We also ne-tune VGG16 for recognition networks in a traditional
way. In this section, we present the details concerning these two networks.
9.2.1 Proposal Network
As an o-the-shelf basic CNN architecture, we use the VGG-16 [59] pre-
trained with 1000-class ILSVRC datasets. In our framework, we ne-tune
a CNN with training images with only image-level annotation. Fully con-
volutional networks (FCN) that accept arbitrary-sized inputs have been re-
cently used in studies on CNN-based detection and segmentation such as
[67] and[20]. The fully connected layers in these studies with n units were
replaced with equivalent convolutional layers having n 11 lters. Following
these studies, we introduce FCN for multi-scale generation of class saliency
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Figure 9.3: Proposal results . The rst row presents the saliency obtained
from DCSM. The second row indicates the regions obtained from saliency
maps. The third row indicates the bounding boxes that we recognize. The
red rectangle indicates a good candidate.
maps. When training, we insert global max pooling before the nal loss
function layer to handle input images that are larger than the images used
for pre-training of the VGG-16. Global max pooling is an operation that has
been adopted in several weakly-supervised segmentation methods. The pur-
pose of this operation is to convert the last output to a vector from a matrix.
Therefore, we can train FCN with usual image-level-label and soft-max loss.
In particular, we replace a fully connected layer with a convolution layer
for the VGG16-model and train the network on the UECFOOD-100 dataset,
which consists of 100 types of food classes with global max pooling.
9.2.2 Recognition Network
For recognition, although we change only the last layer for food category out-
puts, we prepare additional categories for training. The purpose of a recog-
nition network is to discriminate candidates obtained from the proposal net-
work. The conditions for recognizing candidates vary from the training phase
in terms of including non-target-category-object images and small-food-patch
images. In RCNN and SDS, they consider only non-target-category-object
images as the background so that RCNN and SDS can be tested on a general
object detection dataset. However, food recognition is dierent for general
object recognition. Food recognition has the similarity to the texture recog-
nition, namely, food patches can be discriminated as food with a high score
by CNN. For example, in the case of dog recognition with CNN, the recog-
nition results for the proposals of legs and skin will include low scores in
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dog probability, while, in the case of food recognition, the patches of rice
images will indicate high scores in rice probability. To sum up, CNN cannot
discriminate general objects with limited parts but can discriminate foods
with minimum patch information. Therefore we create additional classes for
food patch class.
Furthermore we add low-resolution images because we determined that a
low-resolution image was discriminated as food patch category. We assume
that this is the reason for which a small-food-patch image tends to be a
low-resolution image. Therefore, we add low-resolution images to each food
class. Our intuition is that if we consider low-resolution images to be training
images, the low-resolution images will not be recognized as small-food-patch
images.
We augment the training images for cropped images and expand the cate-
gory to 202 from 101 to address some problems for each candidate recognition
in food images. Practically, we cropped three images from each training im-
age as a food path using random positions with random sizes. The minimum
size of the cropped image is 50 and the maximum size is 150. It must be
noted that the original image size is 256, i.e. the rate of each cropped image
size for the original image is approximately 0.2 and 0.6. We also prepare
three images as low-resolution images by down-sampling and rescaling. We
randomly dened down-sample sizes. The minimum downscaled size is 10
and the maximum size is 256, which is equal to the original image size. We
nally obtain augmented training images that are seven times larger than
the original training images.
9.3 Experiments
In the experiments, we used the UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81] and web food
images. The UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81] consist of 100 class food cate-
gories and each category includes 100 images. It should be noted that each
food item is an annotated bounding box. On the other hand, although the
web food images have the same category as in the UEC-FOOD100 dataset,
each category includes 1000 images without bounding box annotation. Most
of these web food images are obtained from twitter streams and some im-
ages are obtained from the Bing API. We use multiple-food images from the
UEC-FOOD100 dataset as a test dataset for object detection. All detection
evaluations based on mean average precision are also considered for Pascal
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VOC detection evaluation.
9.3.1 Food Detection Evaluation
We prepared two datasets, one dataset consist of UECFOOD-100 and web
Images. Another dataset consist of only web images.
9.3.1.1 Additional Classes for Recognition Network
We rst evaluate three cases of recognition networks with two datasets us-
ing a xed proposal network setting. Table 9.1 presents the average preci-
sion (AP) of the three models trained under dierent conditions with two
training data.\Foodness 2" demonstrated higher performance than \Food-
ness 1". This means that adding a small patch class is eective. On the
other hand, \Foodness" 3 achieved better results than Foodness 2". We can
observe that adding low-resolution images is also eective for the recogni-
tion network.\Foodness 4", \Foodness 5" and \Foodness 6" are trained with
only Web images. The AP of \Foodness 6" is higher than \Foodness 4"
and \Foodness 5". In Webly supervised, additional classes are also eec-
tive.\Foodness 6" exhibits a drop in AP compared with \Foodness 3";while
overcoming the AP of \Foodness 2". Based on the results above, we can state
that additional classes are eective and Webly supervised learning possesses
reasonable capabilities.
Table 9.1: Mean average precision over all the 100 categories, 53 categories
(more than 10 items of which are included in the test data), and 11 categories
(more than 50 items of which are included in the test data) for the results in
the dierent conditions and models.
method
small-patch
class
low-resolution
images
training with
only web images
100class
(all)
53class
(#item  10)
11class
(#item  50)
\Foodness 1" - - - 30.0 29.3 31.9
\Foodness 2" X - - 33.7 39.0 33.6
\Foodness 3" X X - 39.5 46.0 38.9
\Foodness 4" - - X 33.5 35.1 33.3
\Foodness 5" X - X 32.2 34.8 31.8
\Foodness 6" X X X 36.4 39.9 36.3
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9.3.1.2 Global Pooling for Proposal Network
We then compare two general global-pooling operations, global average pool-
ing, and global max pooling. Table 9.2 presents a comparison of nal pooling
operations for two datasets.
Table 9.2: Comparison of global pooling operations for \food-ness".
method
training with
only web images
100class
(all)
53class
(#item  10)
11class
(#item  50)
\Foodness" (average pooling) - 39.5 46.0 38.9
\Foodness" (average pooling) X 36.4 39.9 36.3
\Foodness" (max pooling) - 39.9 48.3 37.6
\Foodness" (max pooling) X 38.9 42.5 38.1
9.3.1.3 Comparison with Other Traditional Proposal Methods
Next, we compare the quality of our proposal method with that of other tra-
ditional proposal methods. We evaluate our methods in terms of mean AP
and speed factors. We prepare two traditional proposal methods as baselines.
Selective search (SS) [19] is a bounding-box proposal method and Multiscale
Combinatorial Grouping (MCG) [65] involves a segmentation region proposal
method. Both methods generate a large number candidates, approximately
2000. To assess our proposal quality, we changed the candidate class num-
ber. Small candidate class results in smaller computational costs so that the
time of backward computation can be reduced. Table 9.3 presents the com-
parison results. It must be noted that recognition speed includes theoretical
values computed from candidate numbers and the computational cost of an
image. AP of \Foodness" with 30 candidate classes outperforms SS [19] and
MCG [65] even though it has 40 times lesser number of candidates. In ad-
dition, even if we reduced the candidate class number, the mean AP is still
held by 30%. This shows that our proposal exhibits sucient quality for
\food-ness" detection.
9.4 Summary
We proposed a CNN-based \food-ness" proposal method that requires no
pixel-wise annotation even in the case of bounding box annotation. We fo-
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Table 9.3: Comparison with other traditional proposal method.
method
100class
(all)
53class
(#item  10)
11class
(#item  50) proposal speed[s]
Recognition speed
for candidates[s]
Selective Search [19] 38.3 39.1 35.7 7.6 35.0
Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping [65] 33.9 43.7 33.4 2.5 35.0
\Foodness" with 10 candidate classes 33.1 33.0 33.2 0.5 1.1
\Foodness" with 20 candidate classes 36.5 40.1 37.7 1.0 2.6
\Foodness" with 30 candidate classes 38.9 42.5 38.1 1.4 3.8
cused on an intermediate approach involving traditional proposal approaches
and fully convolutional approaches. In particular, we proposed a novel
proposal method that generates \food-ness" regions through a fully con-
volutional network-based backward approach by training web food images.
Therefore, we achieved a reduction in computational costs and ensured qual-
ity food detection.
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Figure 9.4: Examples of results. Left images are input images. Center images
are detection results. Right images are ground truth images.
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Chapter 10
Weakly-supervised estimation
of food plate regions
Though recent weakly-supervised segmentation methods achieve high accu-
racy on a benchmark of weakly-supervised segmentation of general objects,
we should consider the dierence between general objects and food objects
to apply the methods for food images. For example, most of food images
include plate regions and it is important that whether or not food segmen-
tation should include plate regions. The solution will vary depending on
applications. While, in the case of calorie estimation, it is desirable that
the plate regions are excluded from food segmentation, if the aim of food
segmentation is inpainting it would be desirable that the plate regions are
included in food segmentation. If the plate regions can be inferred, either
case can be accommodated. In addition, the information on the plate regions
may be benecial for the renement of food segmentation. In this chapter,
we propose a novel method to synthesize plate segmentation masks without
any pixel-wise annotation and we utilize the plate segmentation for improve-
ment of the weakly-supervised food segmentation. In Fig.10.1, we show the
motivation and the concept of the proposed approach.
To deduce plate regions without pixel-wise annotation, we train not only
a food category classier but also a food/non-food classier. In the visual-
ization of the food category classier, plate regions will not respond because
plates are included in most of food images. Therefore, plate regions are not
expected to contribute to the recognition of the food category. On the other
hand, in the visualization of the food/non-food classier, plate regions will re-
spond because plates are not included in most of non-food images. Thus, the
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Figure 10.1: The motivation and the concept of our proposed approach.
presence of plate regions is expected to assist recognition by the food/non-
food classier. As we stated, there is a dierence in the visualization of plate
regions between the food category classier and the food/non-food classi-
er. We utilize the dierence between the visualization of the two classiers
for prediction of plate regions, and synthesize plate segmentation masks. In
this chapter, we also propose approaches to boost weakly-supervised food
segmentation accuracy using the plate segmentation masks. Especially, we
make consistency between a food segmentation model and a plate segmenta-
tion model in food regions and background regions. We demonstrate that the
proposed approaches can improve a generic weakly-supervised segmentation
method in the food domain, and we assess the quality of the plate segmen-
tation by the improvement of the weakly-supervised segmentation method,
which utilizes inference of the plate segmentation. To the best of our knowl-
edge and belief, both of the works are the rst attempt to extract plate
regions from food images without any pixel-wise annotation using visualiza-
tion techniques, and to boost the accuracy of food segmentation using plate
segmentation.
In order to deduce plate areas without pixel-wise annotation, in this study,
we train not only food class classiers but also food/non-food classiers. In
the recognition of food/non-food, plate areas will respond because those have
a strong co-occurrence with foods. On the other hand, in the recognition
result of the food category, plates are included in most of food images, so the
contribution to the recognition of the food category is not large. That is, in
the visualization of the food class classier and the food/non-food classier
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is dierent and the dierence may have correlation with plate areas. In this
study, the dierence between the visualization results of the dish area in these
two classiers is used to infer the dish area without the area level annotation.
10.1 Plate segmentation with visualization of
food classiers
In this chapter, we synthesize plate segmentation masks for learning a plate
segmentation model that infers plate regions of food images. To gener-
ate plate regions, we use visualization of a food category classier and a
food/non-food classier. Fig.10.2 shows the illustration on the idea of the
proposed approach.
We assume that vL = CAM(x; L) 2 RCHW is a visualization of the C-
class food classier for input image x generated by Class Activation Mapping
(CAM) [36]. In the similar manner, the visualization of the food/non-food
classier is represented by vF = CAM(x; F ) 2 R2HW , where L and F
are the parameters for the classiers. Both vF and vL should respond to food
regions. However, the results of visualization are expected to be dierent. In
particular, while the visualization of the food/non-food classier returns clear
responses in plate regions, the visualization of the food category classier
returns weak responses in plate regions. This is because the plate regions
have strong co-occurrence with food images. In this chapter, we assume that
the dierence in vF and vL corresponds to plate regions and we synthesize
plate segmentation masks by utilizing the dierence.
Here, we denote the steps on synthesizing of plate segmentation masks.
First, from vF , we obtain binary segmentation masks mF;cam whose pixels
represent belonging to foods or non-food objects. Secondly, we obtain seg-
mentation masks myL;cam for category labels y assigned to images from vL. If
mF;cam and m
y
L;cam are able to be extracted correctly, the dierence in the
masks would be plate regions based on the above assumption. However, the
visualization of food category classier is unreliable because of the diculty
of food classication. Therefore, in this work, in addition to the visualization
for the class label, we dene unreliable regions obtained from the visualiza-
tion of the top K classes of the recognition result. In practice, we dene
unreliable regions mr
K
L;cam whose pixels do not overlap with m
y
L;cam, and just
ignore the pixels when training of a plate segmentation model. We set K to
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Figure 10.2: An illustration of the proposed approach for synthesizing plate
segmentation masks using the visualization technique.
30. We empirically decided this value. We denote the segmentation masks
synthesized by the above processing as mP;cam. Here, we dene a set of pixels
for mP;cam as SP;cam. This set can be represented by SP;cam = S
fg
F;cam SfgL;cam,
where SfgL;cam is a set of the foreground of the categorical food regions and
SfgF;cam is a set of the foreground of the whole food regions. We train the
plate segmentation model by the synthesized ternary masks mP;cam, which
category consists of background, plate regions and food regions. The loss of
the plate segmentation model is as follows:
Lplate =   1X
k=(0;1;2)
jSkP;camj
X
k=(0;1;2)
X
u2SkP;cam
log(hku(x; P )); (10.1)
where hku is conditional probability of observing any label k at any location
u. SP;k is a set of pixels for a class k of the mask mP;cam. We apply CRF [38]
to the probability map of the plate segmentation model and used the CRF
applied results as the nal plate segmentation mP;out.
10.2 Improving weakly-supervised food seg-
mentation using plate segmentation
In general, the inside of plate regions are food regions and the outside of plate
regions are non-food regions. In this research, we aim to improve the accu-
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Figure 10.3: An overview of the proposed method for renement of weakly-
supervised food segmentation methods.
racy of weakly-supervised food segmentation by utilizing the relationship be-
tween the plate regions and the food regions. To perform weakly-supervised
segmentation, we use a method that utilizes Self-Supervised Dierence De-
tection (SSDD) [11]. To improve this further, we propose a new approach
which utilizes estimated plate regions. In this section, we describe the details
of the approach for making consistency between a food segmentation model
and a plate segmentation model. Fig.10.3 shows an overview of the proposed
approach.
10.2.1 Self-Supervised Dierence Detection (SSDD) mod-
ule
In this chapter, we use SSDD [11] as a base weakly-supervised segmentation
method that integrates two candidate segmentation masks using dierence
detection. The method proposed a SSDD module, which takes two segmen-
tation masks as inputs and outputs one integrated mask. To be concrete,
here, we denote the two segmentation masks as mK and mA that has a role of
knowledge and advise, respectively. The module synthesizes a new segmen-
tation mask mD by integration of mK and mA using inference of dierence
detection. Dierence detection is a task to estimate dierences of two seg-
mentation mask. A mask for the dierence MK;A 2 RHW is dened as
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following:
MK;Au =
(
1 if (mKu = m
A
u )
0 if (mKu 6= mAu );
(10.2)
where u 2 f1; 2; ::; ng indicates a location of pixels, and n is the number of
pixels. In the module, we use the Dierence Detection network for inference
of the dierence, DDnet(eh(x; e); el(x; e); m^; d); d 2 RHW , where m^ is a one-hot
tensor with the same number of channels to the target class number, d is
parameters of DD-Net and eh(x; e) is high level features and e
l(x; e) is low
level features extracted from a backbone network such as ResNet. DD-Net
takes either of segmentation mask as an input, and outputs the estimation
of the dierence. We calculate a condence score wu 2 R from inferences of
the DD-Net dK and dA for the masks mK and mA:
wu = d
K
u   dAu + biasu; (10.3)
where bias is a hyper parameter for a border of the selection. The rened
masksmD obtained frommK andmA are dened by the following expression.
mDu =
(
mAu if (wu  0)
mKu if (wu < 0)
(10.4)
In this chapter, we use mask of CAM mL;cam as knowledge and a syn-
thesized mask using the plate segmentation model mL;plt as advice. From
these masks, we generate mL;tch and use it for the training of a segmentation
model. We describe the detail of mL;plt in the next section.
10.2.2 Constrain of food regions by plate regions
In standard weakly-supervised food segmentation methods, the food and
plate regions may be mixed and it would cause problems in some food-specic
applications. In this study, to prevent this we make consistency between
the food segmentation model and the plate segmentation model in the food
regions. As we stated in Section 10.2.1, we integrate two segmentation
masks mL;cam and mL;plt using the SSDD module. Since the accuracy of the
integrated segmentation mask mL;tch depends on the accuracy of the two
segmentation masks used for the inputs, the improvement of these inputs
would lead better accuracy. Here, we rene the one of the input segmentation
mask, which has a role of advice. Specically, we rene the outputs of the
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food segmentation model mL;out using the outputs of the plate segmentation
modelmP;out, and generate a maskmL;plt. To avoid mixing of the food regions
and the plate regions we constrain the food regions by below processing:
mL;plt =
(
mL;out if (mP;out = food class)
BG class if (mP;out = BG or plate class)
(10.5)
It is expected that the outputs near by the boundary in food regions and
plate regions would be rened by this processing.
10.2.3 Penalizing background prediction using Plate
segmentation
Since food segmentation is a kind of ne-grained classication, the degree
of diculty is high compared to general object segmentation. Actually, the
food segmentation model tends to output background class in regions that
are dicult to inference an appropriate category. Therefore, in this section,
we limit the outputs of background by making consistency in the inference
of the food segmentation model and the plate segmentation model. To limit
the outputs of background, we constrain the outputs of the food segmenta-
tion model on the background class using a penalty loss. The penalty loss
minimizes the cross entropy loss for the inverse conditional probability on
pixels that belongs to inconsistency regions between the food segmentation
model and the plate segmentation model. We denote the outputs of the food
segmentation model as h(; s) and a set of the pixels that are classied as
food regions by the plate segmentation model as SfoodP;out. We dene penalty
loss for the background class as following:
Lpenalty =   1jSfoodP;outj
X
u2SfoodP;out
log(softmax( hbgu (x; seg))); (10.6)
where hbgu (x; s) is conditional probability maps of background class.
10.2.4 Final loss for the food semantic segmentation
model
Here, we explain about a nal loss function for training the food segmentation
model. The parameters seg of the food segmentation model are trained using
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the outputs of the SSDD module mL;tch by below equation:
Lmain =   1P
k2y^ jSkL;tchj
X
k2y^
X
u2SkL;tch
log(hku(x; seg)): (10.7)
In addition, we also use the loss of Lpenalty we stated in Section 10.2.3 for
training the segmentation model. The nal loss of the segmentation model
is as following:
Lseg = Lmain + 0:1Lpenalty + Lplate: (10.8)
We empirically decided the coecient of the Lpenalty.
10.3 Experiments
In the experiments, we used the UEC-FOOD100 dataset [81]. The UEC-
FOOD100 dataset [81] consists of 100 class food categories, and each cat-
egory includes 100 images. Each food item has bounding box annotation,
although they have no annotation for segmentation masks. Then, we add
new semantic segmentation masks to 10% of UEC-FOOD100 dataset, and
used them for the evaluation of weakly-supervised segmentation. In addi-
tion, we have collected 8155 non-food images from the Web and Twitter,
and we use them for the training of the food/non-food classier. We train
the proposed model using only image-level labels. The training data does
not include bounding information. For training of the classier models and
food segmentation model, we used the 90% of the UEC-FOOD100 dataset.
We evaluate the accuracy of the weakly-supervised segmentation using
mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and Pixel accuracy (Pix acc). mIoU
is a standard measurement for semantic segmentation that evaluates the
overlap and the union in inference and ground truth. Pix acc is a simpler
measurement that is the accuracy for the all pixels.
10.3.1 Implementation details
As semantic segmentation model we used a ResNet-38 model, which is the
same architecture used in [11]. The input image size is 448x448 for training
and test images and the output feature map size before upsampling is 56x56.
These feature map sizes are adjusted to 112 by 112 using simple linear in-
terpolation. Before training of the segmentation model, we trained the food
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category classiers with initialization using a pre-trained model of ImageNet.
After training of the food category classiers, we initialized the parameters
of backbone models with the food category classier. The backbone network
of the food segmentation model, plate segmentation model and food classi-
er models are shared, and we trained them in an end-to-end manner. Note
that we also continued training of the classier models. We set an initial
learning rate to 1e-3 (1e-2 for initialization without the pre-trained model)
and we decreased learning rate with cosine warm up [75]. The batch size for
training is 2. For data augmentation and inference technique, we followed
the paper [11]. We implemented the proposed method using PyTorch.
10.3.2 Qualitative result of plate segmentation and dis-
cussion
In this work, we propose a method to synthesize plate segmentation masks of
food images without pixel-wise annotation and we train a plate segmentation
model with the synthesized masks. Fig.10.4 shows some successful examples
of plate segmentation. The proposed plate segmentation model excels on
inference of plates that have the round shape, but, in several cases, the
model can also successfully infer plate regions whose shape is not round such
as the case of the middle row in Fig.10.4. This indicates that the proposed
method infers various types of plate regions and the inference does not fall
trivial solutions. Fig.10.5 shows some failure cases. While the proposed
plate segmentation model can predict the boundaries between food regions
and plate regions, it often fails to capture boundaries between plate regions
and background regions. The proposed plate segmentation model also goes
wrong on inference for big plates that extend toward the outside of the image
such as the example of the bottom of the left in Fig.10.5. We consider that
both of the failure cases are caused by limitations of visualization, that is
the whole plate regions do not contribute to the recognition of the food/non-
food classier in these cases. There is also another problem in the plate
segmentation model, the plate segmentation model attempts to predict plate
regions if there are no plates in images. These problems do not harm the
accuracy of weakly-supervised segmentation, however, it would be problems
on some other applications. There is still room for improvement in this
approach.
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Figure 10.4: The examples of the plate segmentation model for the successive
results. From left to right, input images, raw plate segmentation masks and
CRF applied plate segmentation masks.
10.3.3 Ablation study
Here, we study how each of the parts of the proposed approach inuences the
overall performance. Table 10.1 shows the improvement of the accuracy of
weakly-supervised segmentation by the proposed approaches. Constrain is
the approach proposed in Section 10.2.2 for reducing overowed food regions
andPenalizing is the approach proposed in Section 10.2.3 for enhancing out-
puts of food regions on pixels that are often classied as background. The
constraint of the food regions using plate segmentation causes large perfor-
mance dropping because the constraint is too strong and makes the unbalance
on inference of the background class though we expected it would be helpful
to capture the boundary of the food regions. Penalizing background regions
using plate segmentation boosts up the accuracy from 49.7% to 52.6%. This
gives evidence that SSDD tends to misclassify on pixels that estimated as
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Figure 10.5: The examples of the plate segmentation model for the failure
cases. From left to right, input images, raw plate segmentation masks and
CRF applied plate segmentation masks.
Table 10.1: Ablation study for the approaches to rene food segmentation
by plate segmentation masks.
MethodConstrain Penalizing mIoU Pix acc
(I) - - 49.7 78.3
(II) X - 42.9 75.4
(III) - X 52.6 81.0
(IV) X X 55.4 82.6
background, and plate segmentation can assist to reduce the misclassication
on such pixels. When we incorporate both of the approaches, constraint of
the food regions further leads to the performance boost of 2.8%. These results
indicate that both of approaches help weakly-supervised food segmentation.
The balance on the food regions and background regions is important, and
plate segmentation is eective on making the balance. We show the qualita-
tive results in Fig.10.6.
10.3.4 Comparison with existing weakly-supervised seg-
mentation methods
We compare with three existing weakly-supervised segmentation methods.
Class Activation Mapping (CAM) [36] is a popular weakly-supervised seg-
mentation method that roughly outputs object location with the ambiguous
boundary. SSDD [11] is one of the state-of-the-art method among the current
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Table 10.2: Comparison with existing methods.
Method mIoU Pix acc
CAM [36] 30.7 65.1
SSDD (base method) [11] 49.7 78.3
Simple Does It [104] 51.1 81.9
PFSeg (Proposed) 55.4 82.6
works of weakly-supervised segmentation that greatly improves CAM using
CRF and the self-supervised dierence detection module. We used SSDD as
a base method, and combine the proposed approaches that use plate segmen-
tation. To assess the eectiveness of the proposed approach, we also compare
the proposed approach with \Simple Does It" [104]. \Simple Does It" [104]
is a well-known bounding box-based weakly-supervised segmentation. While
CAM, SSDD and the proposed method are trained with only image-level
labels, \Simple Does It" requires bounding boxes for training, i.e. it uses
additional supervision. We compare the proposed method with the sim-
plest way using GrabCut [93] proposed in the paper [104]. More concretely,
the method generates pseudo pixel-level labels from each bounding box by
applying GrabCut [93] and extracting foreground masks. After extracting
foreground masks, the method gives the category labels to the foreground
masks using the labels of the bounding boxes, then the method trains a seg-
mentation model with the generated segmentation masks. This approach is
simple, but a powerful baseline considering the advantage of bounding box in-
formation. The performance comparisons are summarized in Table 10.2. We
denoted the proposed method as Plate-based Food Segmentation (PFSeg).
As shown in Table 10.2, the proposed method achieved 55.4% on mIoU
and 82.6% on Pix acc. Compared with the base method, the gain are 5.7
points and 4.3 points on mIoU and Pix acc, respectively. They are also higher
than \Simple Does It", which uses bounding boxes as additional training in-
formation. These results indicate that the proposed method is ecient and
plate segmentation model trained without pixel-wise annotation is bene-
cial for improving weakly-supervised food segmentation. Fig.10.7 shows the
examples of the weakly-supervised food segmentation methods.
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Figure 10.6: Examples of the weakly-supervised food segmentation results.
(I), (II), (III) and (IV) correspond to Table 10.1 of the method. From the
results, we can observe that the both of the proposed approaches make large
eects on the balance of inference for the food regions and background re-
gions, and we can make the good balance by using both of them together.
10.4 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a method to synthesize segmentation masks
for food plate regions by visualization. We used a food category classier
and a food/non-food classier for visualization and extracted plate regions
from the dierence in the visualization of the two types of the classiers. In
addition, we also proposed the approach to make consistency between a food
segmentation model and a plate segmentation model, and demonstrated that
we boosted the accuracy of weakly-supervised food segmentation using the
proposed approach.
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Figure 10.7: Examples of the comparison with existing weakly-supervised
food segmentation methods. Simple does it [104] often fails when the back-
ground color is similar to the object color because the method is based on
GrabCut, which uses color information for extracting foreground masks. The
bottom row shows the typical failure case. Simple Does It is better than the
proposed method on the inference of the small target objects so that Simple
Does It uses bounding box annotations that make big advantages for such
targets.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion
11.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we aimed to improve the accuracy of weakly-supervised seg-
mentation for reduction of the annotation cost of CNN-based semantic seg-
mentation. Especially, we focused on a setting as weakly-supervised segmen-
tation that allows only image-level labels for training data. If we can train
semantic segmentation models with image-level labels instead of pixel-level
labels, it would be a good option as a cost-eective method. However, there is
a large gap between semantic segmentation models trained with image-level
labels and trained with pixel-level labels. To make the gap as narrow as pos-
sible, we attempted to improve the accuracy of weakly-supervised segmenta-
tion. To imporove the weakly-supervised segmentation, we explored weakly-
supervised segmentation methodology from the two perspectives: improv-
ing visualization-based methods and pseudo pixel-level labels-based methods.
Dierent from the existing works, we investigated backward-based visualiza-
tion techniques (Chapter 3, Chapter 4) and estimation methodology of noise
reduction of pseudo pixel-level labels (Chapter 5, Chapter 6), respectively.
For improving visualization techniques, though forward-based visualiza-
tion have been actively studied, we focused on backward-based visualiza-
tion. General backward-based visualization techniques have problems for
the multiple-category targets in an image. We found that the problem can
be alleviated by taking the dierence of visualization between dierent cate-
gory signals, and demonstrated that backward-based visualization would also
be a good option as a weakly-supervised segmentation method.
Though, in the visualization approach, we found that the backward-based
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approach is eective, the performance of visualization as segmentation is
limited because visualization is not equal to the segmentation. Therefore,
we also investigated weakly-supervised segmentation methods using pseudo
pixel-level labels. In this approach, we compensated insucient components
in the visualization using color information. However, renement using color
information is not always accurate. Diering from existing weakly-supervised
segmentation methods, in this thesis, we aimed to estimate noisy training
data from pseudo pixel-level labels using the visualization and the color in-
formation, and proposed two methodologies that estimate noisy training data
in image-level and in pixel-level. In the former approach, we estimated noisy
training data in image-level and rejected them from training data. In the
latter approach, we estimated noisy training data in pixel-level and interpo-
lated them to better labels for the training data. We veried that both of
the approaches improved the accuracy of weakly-supervised segmentation.
However, the latter approach is better than the former approach with a large
margin. We analyzed the reason is that there is a trade-o in the former
approach for the quality of the training data and the quantity of the training
data. While the former approach decreases the amount of the training data
for ignoring the bad pseudo pixel-level labels, the latter approach is free from
the problem for the amount of the training data. We consider that this is
because the latter approach outperformed the former approach.
As we stated, we explored eective weakly-supervised segmentation meth-
ods in the dierent perspectives comparing existing works through the two
approaches. In the visualization-based approach, we demonstrated that
backpropagation-based methods can eectively capture outlines of objects.
In the pseudo pixel-level labels-based approach, we proposed the methods
that estimate noisy training data from the pseudo pixel-level labels that are
synthesized to compensate for the insucient components in the visualization
using the color information. We proposed four weakly-supervised segmenta-
tion methods in this thesis and two of four methods achieved the state-of-the-
art performances at that time (Chapter 4, Chapter 6). In recent years, the ac-
curacy of weakly-supervised segmentation has been improved greatly. Actu-
ally, over 20% points are increased on the benchmark of Pascal VOC dataset
from when we have started to explore the methods of weakly-supervised
segmentation. However, there is a still gap between weakly-supervised seg-
mentation and fully-supervised segmentation. We believe that our works
have contributed to this great progress of weakly-supervised segmentation,
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and would be helpful for following researches on weakly-supervised segmen-
tation.
In addition, as an application of weakly-supervised segmentation, we also
have studied weakly-supervised food segmentation. We adapted weakly-
supervised segmentation methods for general objects to food images and
investigated the eects of that. As results, the weakly-supervised segmen-
tation methods for general objects often drop the performance in the food
domain. However, we also showed that performance dropping can be re-
covered by considering approaches utilizing food-specic characteristics. We
believe that these results are benecial to know the tendency of the versatile
weakly-supervised methods.
11.2 Future work
In this thesis, we proposed several methods for improving weakly-supervised
segmentation. As future works, we consider two directions. The rst di-
rection is further improvements for weakly-supervised segmentation. The
second one is adaption and integration for not only segmentation but also
other tasks. We explain the detail of both future directions below.
As a reasonable future work, we consider further improvement of the per-
formance of weakly-supervised segmentation. In this thesis, we proposed the
four methods for the improvement of the performance, and totally more than
20% improvement was achieved through the four methods. However, recently,
the performance of fully-supervised segmentation as well as the performance
of weakly-supervised segmentation greatly improved, then the gap of the
performance between them is still large. If the gap between them would be
narrow, the range of applications would be expanded. There would be many
factors of the problems of the current weakly-supervised segmentation. Espe-
cially, we consider that one of the largest problem is that there are categories
that color information are ineective on. Recent weakly-supervised segmen-
tation methods depend on renement methods using color information such
as Conditional Random elds (CRF). However, these methods are not eec-
tive in some categories. Concretely, in animal categories, color information
would work well because the color of their skins and furs are consistent in
general. On the other hand, in the category of potted plant, chair and table,
color information is not eective because some of their parts are thin, such as
the stem of the plants and legs of chairs. Actually, the method we proposed
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in Chapter 6, which utilizes CRF to the utmost degree, greatly improved
the performance on animal categories, made counter-productive on the pot-
ted plant class. As we stated, the recent weakly-supervised segmentation
methods depend on color information and to solve the problem considering
other approaches would be important. We consider keypoint detection has
potential to solve this problem. Keypoint detection is a task to extract cor-
responding regions from a pair of images. If we adapt keypoint detection to
a pair of images including the same category objects, the extracted regions
using keypoint detection would be the regions of the same category objects.
We consider the regions extracted by this techniques would not dependent
on color information, and further improvement is expected by this approach.
As second future work, we consider adaption of weakly-supervised learn-
ing on other tasks and integration of weakly-supervised learning on multiple
tasks. As weakly-supervised learning on other tasks, there exist weakly-
supervised detection, weakly-supervised event detection, weakly-supervised
pose estimation and so on. Recently, weakly-supervised instance segmen-
tation has been also actively studied. Instance segmentation is a kind of
multiple-task learning of semantic segmentation and object detection. There-
fore, instance segmentation requires both of annotation cost for semantic
segmentation and object detection, then the cost becomes quite large. The
multiple-task based method such as instance segmentation might draw fur-
ther attention, but multiple-task requires additional annotation costs for the
number of tasks. If it happened, the annotation cost of one image would
become large and the demand for weakly-supervised learning would increase.
Weakly-supervised segmentation is one of the earliest research on weakly-
supervised learning and has been actively studied. Therefore, the knowledge
of weakly-supervised segmentation could help other weakly-supervised learn-
ing. We also consider that the multiple-task on weakly-supervised learning
might be well combined. In promising multiple-task such as instance seg-
mentation, there would be large correlations between its supervisions, and
it might be inecient to annotate all supervisions for all multiple-tasks, re-
spectively. Actually, Khoreva et al. [104] reported that high performance
of semantic segmentation can be achieved trained with the supervision of
object detection. When training models of multiple-tasks, to consider the
correlation between the tasks might be benecial. Though several methods
of weakly-supervised instance segmentation have been proposed, the meth-
ods aim to keep the performance of both tasks: semantic segmentation and
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object detection and these methods do not intend to utilize the correlations
between the tasks. In fact, the performance of each task of weakly-supervised
instance segmentation is lower than the performance of the single task. If
we can utilize the correlation of the multiple-tasks, the performance of each
single task also might be improved.
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